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Santa Will Arrive Dec. 9; SPORTSMEN FEAS
AT COON SUPPER
Will Parade At 1:30 P. M.
COLUMBIA CON
'
CERT TRIO, above, sill appear here in Con
cert next Monday, Dec. 4th. (See story elsewhere)

Iteesed-Pfte•ta CONCERT TRIO TO
APPEAR MONDAY

By R. U. Ready
Untied Press Staff Writer
NORTH POLE, Dec. 1 (Friday)
--Santa
Claus, in his flawing
white beard, bright red suit and
with armfuls of candy foi all the
little kiddies, will make his first
appearance in Fulton on Saturday, December 9th at 1:30 p. m.
As usual, Old Santa will perch
himself atop
the big city fire
truck and parade through
the
downtown Fulton business
district, wave to all the boys
and
girls, throw them all a big handful of candy and after the big
parade is over, will walk around

downtown and talk to as many as
possible.
Arrangements are just now being made-as to how Santa will arrive in Fulton, be it train, airplane, bus, sleigh or taxicab, but
one thing you can count on for
sure, he WILL be here . . . . and
will be
on time so all of his
thousands of little friends won't
be kept waiting.

Three young
musical
stars
Old Santa realizes, of course,
form the Columbia Concert Trio
that the Fulton Retail Merchants
which will be heard here in the
Concert on
Association has a few announceSecond Community
ments to make at 3:30, and he is
Institute
December 4 at Carr
hoping that every family in the
One of the oddities of war was Auditorium at 8:00 p. m. They are
whole Fulton trade area will pack
disclosed here
recently
when the violinist Ariana Bronn, the
up, head for town, get here in
Mrs. Gene Moore, wife of Marine violoncellist Ardyth Walker and
plenty of time to do their ChristStaff Sgt. Gene Moore, called the the pianist Richard Gregor. These
mas shopping and watch him go
Chevron, Marine base newspaper brilliant young American artists,
by, do some more shopping, and
hailing
respectively
from the
with this story:
then
go down and see what the
east, middl4 west, and the northSergeant Moore, formerly sta- west, and now on
Merchant's Association has
to
their fourth I
.
the say.
tioned at the
Marine
Corps successful country-wide tour. are ; Digg:ng its way through
Recruit Depot, but now a tank I playing ninety engagements from
All in all, it ought to be a big
man with the First Marine Di- coast to coast this season. This blocked roads since the state took
over highway maintenance
in afternoon in Fulton, and old Sanvision, was approached in Korea includes concert and
orchestral
delight just as
of ta promises to
, Kentucky, the Department
by an infantryman carrying
a appearances, their most
recent
tattered picture he said he had being with the Harrisburg Sym- ,Iligliv,"ays was able to report to- many little boys and g:rls as he
lig ways
are can.
found tacked on the wall of
a phony Orchestra in the Beethoven ay tnat most
open, but urged caution in drivKorean house.
Triple Concerto. An ensemble
ing and advised
driving
only Services Today For
Upon taking a look at the par- which presents the piano
trio
tially torn clipping Moore saw a masterpieces of the great compos- when nsccszary
ranting to 14 feet in Mrs. Lillie Bostick
picture of himself and Bill But- er, their repertoire ranges from , Drifts
Mrs. Lillie Bostick of the Beelguard on the the beautiful and noble works of depth, many from five to ten feet
ler, first string
community
died at her
- Post football team this year. The Chamber music literature to spe- de;1.) and some a mile long, af- erton
Wednesday
morning at
pictUre. taken in 1948 when the cial arrangements for their three fected approximately one fourth home
3 the area 11:15 after several months
illfootball team was at Norfolk, Va.,l instruments of American folk o
Louisville and Bardstown ness.
for the All-Navy football game tunes. In addition to trios, each from
Mrs. Bostick was born in Hickwith Quantico, showed
Moore Lartist, in the course of the pro- eastward and ranging northeastman County, Ky., the daughter of
and Butler receiving awards from . gram, is heard in an individual ward from Stanford.
State Highway Engineer D. H. John M. and Jane Latta Phelps.
a NavY officer,
group of solos.
I Bra- ----' "In the 30 ears I have She united with the Methodist
Mrs. Moore said her husband
Violinist Ariana
Bronn,
a been with the Highway Depart- Church early in life and was one
has no idea how the picture ever New Yorker, studied with her ment we have never had a snowiof
the most faithful and effective
came to grace the walls of a Ko- father, a pupil of the great Leo- with drifts of such depth
over
pold Auer, and himself one of the , anything like so wide an area.' !members in the Wesley Methodrean hut.
ist Church for years.
leading teachers in this country. I Bray began work with the High:
, She was first married to A. C.
We see that the Illinois Cent- She was encouraged to pursue a
Department in
1920, the Cook and to this union were born
Heifatz who lyear the state took over maintenral is going to double the "City serious career by
I three children. She later married
et Miami" train schedule start- heard her play when she
was'ance of principal highways. On I John W. Bostick and to this union
ing December 14. Wonder if the eleven. The following year she several occasions
heavy snows'five children were born. Mr. Bosthe won the award of "The Society have brought deep drifts in small
increased
traffic is from
1 tick preceded her in death
in
racketeers getting out of town, or for the Advancement of
Young areas of only a few counties but
1942.
Musicians"—Carnegie Hall debut. I never so widespread as this one, I
relieved tourists comiigig in.
Mrs. Bostick is one if the best
Either way, or both: they'll Since then she has played four I Bray said.
known and beloved *des ir the
have a dandy new three-million recitals at New
York's Town!
community in which she lived.
Hall, toured the country in con ,
dollar train.to ride on.
I Funeral services will be
held
cert, and been
soloist with the
(today) afternoon at 2:30
This -veek's "Quick quotes".
orchestras of St. Louis, Buffalo,
awt tthhe Wesl
pastor,ey R
etehvedj
istFCh um
r
"Jerry
Forrest is one of the Elizabeth, Chautauqua. Charlesthe
Mcin ton and Charlotte; she has also
for an end
best prospects
Minn officiating. Burial will be
Southern football": (Coaches Hal been soloist with the New York
cemetery under
Among eleven new
members in the church
Self and George Weeks of Flor- Carnegie "Pops" series. In the
into Pi Tau the direction of the Paul Hornwords of the New York Herald recently initiated
ence (Ala.) State College).
honorary beak Funeral Home.
Tribune
"she is a full-fledged Sigma, engineering
The beloved lady is survived
fraternity, is Lynn Philip Brow"Only one section of the whole young artist."
daughters; Mrs. John
der, a University of
Kentucky by: six
United States, the Florida Coast, 'Cellist Ardyth Walker comes
Howell,
Mrs. Wallace Webb, Mrs.
has morn coon in it thanthe area from Iowa. At fifteen shir won a senior from Fulton, UK officia
Ref
Pharis,
Mrs. Jewell England,
centered around Fulton": ("Dub" scholarship at the Oberlin Con- announced Oils week.
Browder's . selection to
this !Mrs- Roy Howell of the BeelerTravis, organizer for the Junior servatOry of Music and, on grad'
ton
community
and Mrs. Arthur
a group was upon the basis of out- ,Brauner
Conservation Clubs in West Ken- uation came to New York on
of Kansas City, Mo.
standing scholastic work in the
Sportsfellowship
to
the
Juilliard
Gradtucky, appearing at the
Two sons; Bernard and
Carl
where she studied field of engineering.
men's Club coon supper here last uate School
The son of Mrs. Ethel Browder Bostick of Beelerton; three sisTuesday evening).
under the distinguished
'cellist
tees,
Mrs.
Cora
Ringo,
Mrs.
Nora
of Fulton, Lynn is a member of
she
Felix Salmond. Since then
Bennett.
Eta Kappa Nu honorary electri- Byrn and Mrs. Lela
"We average about 135,000 cars has appeared in recital and as
cal engineering fraternity. He is Three brothers, Dr. J. A. Phelps
a month through New Yards at soloist with orchestra the length
a graduate of Cayce High school. of San Diego, Calif., Burrus
divisions and breadth of this country and
Fulton. With
three
Phelps of
Detroit and
Auzie
and
all
north-south
Washington,
D.
C.,
meeting here
in Canada. In
Phelps of Fulton. Four step-chilLions
through
Club
coming
here,
reported
tonnage
an
Pushes
the Evening Star
dren: Mrs. Charlie Via of Crutchyou might say that Fulton is the "impressive" concert, praised "a Bond Purchasing
field, Mrs. Henry Ritter, Jesse
the
railroad.
You
of
might
volume
and
throat
lovely tone, rich in
and Raymond
Bostick all
of
The Lions Club of Fulton Kenalso say that we have to clear quality and supported by a pratDetroit. Several grandchildren
tucky has joined with thousands
our throat regularly".
(Train- gious technique."
and great-grandchildren.
McMahon, in an
master E. H.
Pianist Richard Greger, a na- of similar local organizations in
aid to the U.
S. ,
article dealing with the Mississip- tive of the state of Washington, i voluntering
RECALLED TO SERVICE
pi division, in the November I. C. was raised in Spokane. After high Treasury's Payroll Savings CamMagazine).
I Robert E. Lynch, son of Mr. and
school graduation he won a paign, now underway.
All business
men in the or- I Mrs. R. E. Lynch of Fulton, and
the
scholarship for study with
"We hire sprint stars so that late Olga Samaroff Stokowski at, ganization will be asked to in- a member of the Army Reserve
we can service these trains on the the Philadelphia
Conservatory.1 stall the Payroll Plan for the pur- Corps, has been recalled to active
18 Subsequently he
four pose of U. S. Savings Bonds in duty this week. He left Tuesday
dead run. All told, we have
spent
for Ft. Jackson, S. C.
through here years on a
passenger trains
fellowship at the their store, office or plant.
each day". (General foreman M. Juilliard Graduate School where
M. Matlock, commenting on how, he continued to study under Mme
in 10 minutes, the "City of Mi- Stokowski.
After his debut at
ane gets its engines fueled, cars Town Hall in 1948 the New York ,
serviced
and Times first praised his brilliant
watered, diners
checked
while technique but added: "More imrunning gear
Mary-Nelle Wright
dren Sydney, a freshman at the
stopped in Fulton. Quoted from portant, he is muscial. He has a
Kentucky
and
I mind of his own and when he I To every family Thanksgiving University of
same source as above).
of
undertakes a piece of music, he has its own deep meaning, its own Jackie, from the University
Tennessee,
home for Thanks"Looks like plenty of ducks on treats it as if it meant somethingl special glow. It's the time of the
giving.
Jackie's
roommate, Marhand this year. The season opens to him ... he has a fresh, person- year when friends and relatives
first
at al approach." He gave a second , gather around the family table garet Camron, of St. Paul, Va.,
December
Friday,
re- also shared in the festivities. In
recital just before , for a bountiful feast and a
t-w-e-l-v-e o'-c-l-o-c-k, n-o-on". New York
family
(Game Warden John McClintock, starting the current tour with the unson. Its the day to give thanks fact, most of the Bard
Mr. and
for all being together once more were there including
when called on for some remarks Trio.
Bard, Mr. and Mrs.
and to find out how "Johnnie" is Mrs. Roy
at the Sportsmen's Club coon I
'FOOTBALL BANQUET DEC. 12'getting along with his studies at Eugene Bard, Mr. and Mrs. Louie
supper Tuesday).
Bard,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Irwin Bard,
banquet ' the university, or how "Mary"
The annual Football
Sometimes you just can't win, given at the close of each season likes her work, or to discuss one's Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Bard, Mr.
We cruised on down to Clarks- by the Fulton Rotary Club for business or to talk of the crops and Mrs. A. M. Brown, Jr., Nancy
Fulton
High or any number of things, but Carol and Mrs. A. M. Browder.
Thanksgiving members of the
dale, Miss., last
Thanksgiving
will be
Tuesday mostly its just the joy of being They had a real
family to spend the I school team
with the
Smith together and it
doesn't matter, feast of /roast goose with all the
weekend with relatives . . . on 'night, December 12 at
We fed the Cafe "Rose Room", the Club corn- especially, what the conversation "trimmins."
a nice balmy day.
Out Water Valley way several
extra,! mittee in charge announced this is—just so its "talk".
chickens and left plenty
All over town and out in the members of the Latta family and
fed the dog, fed the cat, loaded week. A prominent coach is beprincipal country, dotted here and there, friends gathered at the home of
the
the furnace stoker and turned it . ing sought for
where several Mary and Gilson Latta where the
one saw houses
as low as it would go, and closed speaker of the evening.
cars had gathered for a Thanks- table overflowed with food, fun
the house up tight.
Miss Ruth Byars and Mrs. La- giving feast. Perhaps one of the and much good talk. Their daughThat night thp Memphis radio
the
told us that a hum-dinger of a verene Taylor of Carr Street had largest dinners was at the home ter, Anne, a freshman at
Kentucky
was
cold wave had arrived in these as their dinner guest Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. John E. Bard on University .of
were home for the holidays. Louis and
Bards
evening Smith Stevens and Miss West Street. The
their chil- Elsie Weaks and daughter, Mary
celebrating
having
Frances Sloan.
(Continued From Page 6

CENTRAL KENTUCKY
BURIED IN SNOW
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Forty-Eight

Fulmn DULL,„‘.omic Talk-

Seventy-five
including members of the Fulton County Sportsmen's Club and
guests, were
treated to a bountiful coon supwas set
buzzing but is apparently Clinton, Tenn.,
All Fulton
per Tuesday evening at Smith's Thursday following an announce- just a few miles
from Oak Ridge.
"Rose Room". The dinner was the ment in the Memphis Commercial
Clinton, Tenn., is the town adthird and last of the current year Appeal that a billion-dollar ad- jacent to the new
Wolf Creek
for the organization, which
an- dition to the
Nation's
atomic dam TVA power project mentionnually arranges big get-togethers energy program was unofficially ed in the story.
However, Clinton,
at Hickman, Cayce and Fulton.
announced for Clinton, Kentucky, Ky., is not far from Kentucky
A brief business meeting was 15 miles away.
Darn, also a TVA power project,
conducted by Club President W.
A call to State Senator Wag- lending speculation as to which
E. Caldwell, and short speeches goner in Mayfield disclosed, how- was meant for which.
were made by
James
Hibbs, ever, that the story is apparent-1
The Courier Journal yesterday
chairman of the Junior orginiza- ly in error. Charlie informed us
tion in the county, Mr. Travis, that it might be Clinton, all right, carried the account about the
prospective
site, but
put it
organizer for Junior:iClubs, Nor"about 50 miles north of
Oak
man Terry, Soil Conservationist,
Ridge, in
Kentucky," which
and Dee L. McNeill, attorney,
would make it in Clinton County,
fisherman, game hunter and oneKy..
man Chamber of Commerce for
Hickman.
One way or the other, there
Game warden McClintock of
seems to be no doubt that Clininducted
into
Fourteen
will
be
Clinton, and his Fulton
County
ton is going to get it, wherever
trideputy were also on hand to en- military service from the
Clinton is. However, since
the
area
under
the
jurisdiccounty
joy the feast, having been assurannouncement was made by Rep.
tion
of
the
draft
board
at
Clinton
ed that the coon were taken by
Gore of
Tennessee, the
odds
in the December 7 call, it was anlegal means.
would seem to lean gently in that
nounced this week.
direction_
Those
present included the
The group consists of: George
following: Dub-Travis, John Mc- Andrew Ross of Columbus, TalClintock, W. E. Caldwell, Eston mage Mays of Hickman, Charles
Browder, Owen Gardner, James Edward Calbert of Clinton, Willis
Hibbs. Roscoe Hutchens, Thomas Clyde Smith of Clinton, Arnold
Browder, Hazel
Walker, Ed Clara McBride of Clinton, Ewing
Phipps, Floyd
Green, Odell Edward Wilson, Water
Valley,
Fields, W. E. Noell, A. R. Pierce, John\ Robert Hughes, Fulton, RuAccording to a statement
reEugene Hoodenpyle, Jimmy Jack- ben Tharnell Adams, Hickman, leased this morning to the Chamson, Hubert Jackson, Klyce Park- Edward Desmond Gilliam, Hick- ber of Commerce, work on preer, C. M. Sloan, Ray Gilliams.
man, Charles
Rayford Austin, paring the section of State Line
Ed Bondurant, Jennings Kear- Cayce, Sam Jones
Burkes, Jr., Street for traffic will begin next
by, Paul. Westpheling, E.
13. Fulton, James
William Turner, week, if weather conditions perWiley, Frank
Wiggins, Calvin Clinton, William Robert Elliott, mit.
Zickerfoose, Jamie Wade, Will- Crutchfield, and Herman Booker, The closing of this
artery of
iam Ward, Frank Parrish, Joe H.'Hickman.
travel for so long has caused a
Readenour, Ben Williams, Jim
great deal of traffic confusion.
Williamson, Jim Ross, Forrest
The
plan, according to the
McMurry, S. A. Jones, Ernest
highway engineer, is to temporarFall, Sr., A. G. Baldridge, Norily fill the north side of the excaman Terry, G. C. Richardson.
vated area with bank gravel.
Dee L. McNeill, Ernest Fall, Jr.,
The south side of the street will
Vyron Mitchell, Doc Adams, Joe
Two disastrous fires gutted Ful- continue closed but will be barriBrowder, Garrett Kimbell, Smith ton homes during the sub-freez- caded to prevent hazard.
Atkins, Bill Morris, Hubert Boul- ing temperatures of the ThanksWork will be resumed on pavton, C. H.
Brundige,
Claude giving weekend.
ing as early in the spring
as
Freeman, G. B. Terrett, N.
T.
The Lloyd Boaz home at 300 weather conditions will permit.
Morse, Roy Bell, Carl Puckett, Cedar Street was completely deJoe Treas, R. V. Putnam, M. E. stroyed late Saturday afternoon,
Simons, Freddie Martin, Edward with the Boaz family suffering e
Philbert Wiggam. Jim the loss of all
urnature
and
Burke, Hawt6y Jamison, Miss clothing. Firemeti were considerOuida Jewell, Grady Varden, J. ably
hampered by the intense
C. Sugg, Ernest Weeks, Maxwell cold, and all equipment was used
The Mader Farmer . Banquet
McDade, Sen. Charlie Waggoner in fighting the fire.
honoring Mai'ster Farmer, Edit
of Mayfield, Gip McDade, Carl
The home of Mrs. Wiley Odell
Thompson
and family
Friday
Hastings, Hunter Whitesell, New- at 111 Jackson Street was partialnight, December 1st at the Cumman Griffith and
Justin Atte- ly
destroyed by fire
Sunday berland
Presbyterian Church has
bery.
moiming caused from a defective been
temporarily calle doff beflue. Two rooms were gutted and cause the people
on the program
three others suffered damage.
from the University of Kentucky
and the Progressive Farmer, who
are sponsoring the progia
Carson l'estnivrnitt
are
snow bound and unable to attend.
District Engineer
This program will be held at a
The City of Miami, streamline
20 later date.
Jack Carson, veteran of
queen of the Illinois Central Rail- years service with the Kentucky
road's Florida trains, will cele- Department of Highways,
has
brate the completion of its tenth been named District Engineer of
year by adopting a sister train the First District, with
headand doubling its service to Flori- quarters in Paducah.
da starting Thursday, December
Mr. Carson fills the
vacancy
14. On that
date the
City of caused by the recent death of Lee
James R Boulton, of Fulton
Miami will begin operation two Puryear, district engineer of the
county, Ky., had the distinction
out of every three days instead cf section. Carson has been serving
of topping the National Stock
every third
day as at present. as acting district engineer
at
Yards (111.) market, Tuesday
This 100 per cent increase
in Paducah during the
illness of
November 28th, when he marketservice will require the addition Puryear.
ed 159 clipped lambs
through
of a second
complete set of
John Clay & Co. at $28.50, the
streamline equipment representWASTE PAPER DRIVE
packer top for clipped lambs.
ing an investment of $3,000,000.
Boy Scouts and Cub Scouts of
Only a
handful of
clipped
During its ten years of opera- Fulton will
make a drive for
tion every third day from Chi- waste paper Sunday afternoon in lambs to the city butchers outcago and Florida, the City
of the city and suburbs. Residents sold them at $28.75. The Boutaveraged 89-lbs., a
Miami has grown from a coach are requested to tie their papers ton lambs
train of six cars in 1940 to a fif- in .bundles and have the bundle very desirable weight from the
teen-car coach and Pullman train on their porch or in their yard by packer's standpoint.
in 1950.
2: p. m.

False Rumor Is Short Lived

FOURTEEN DRAFTEES
LEAVE DECEMBER 7

STATE LINE ROAD
WILL REOPEN

TWO HOMES BURN
IN WEEKEND FIRES

BARNET PUT Offs

'CITY OF MIAMI'
DOUBLES SMILE

FULTON LAMBS
TOP THE MARKET

Change The Date/ But

•

Two Fulton men, Freeman Hill
and Calvin Piercey, luckily escaped injury last Saturday night
Louis to enjoy
some good old when Ow truck in which theysouthern cooking. Mr. and Mrs. were riding was demolished by a
crossing
Lee Roper and Mrs. Ethel Free- train at the Browder
between Reed and Carr streets in
man were there, too.
Fulton.
Out in the Palestine neighborhood Thanksgiving held a special
the Don't Forget To
this year at
significance
Harvey Pewitt home. It was here Write To Santa"
that Mrs. Pewitt and three of her
It won't be long now!
sisters and their husbands got
With ;Ord 24 days remaining'
together for a real reunion and
until
awiestnias, and
the
feast. Those who celebrated the
thought,
of all children already
day were Mr. and Mrs. Charles
eagerly
turning to the arrival
Beadles of Monroe, La., Mr. and
Mrs. Orris Bondurant from Ak- of Santa Claus, the News to- /
vitrs
it;
young readers to let
ron, Ohio, and Mrs. Leslie Nugent. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pew- old Santa know just what they
are
lisping
to get this year.
were
itt and little son, Harry
Jest addrests your letter to
there, too. It was a wonderful day
for the four sisters and the thing "Santa Claus, care of the Patwhich would have made the day ton Ns vs, Fulton, Ky." Your
would have been the letter will be prtnted in one elf
complete
presence of the fifth sister, Mrs_ our editions before Christmas
Robert Chambers who also lives and the paper will be rushed
to the North
Pole by a jetin Akron.
plane in time to
a propelled
Yes, Thanksgiving is truly
reach oh] Santa
while be, is
day for reunions—and thanks.
fillies his gift orders.
giving.

Not The

Davis were there with their house
guests, Hugh and Ruth Radcliffe
and their three children, Jimmie,
Carolyn and Bobbie from Venita,
a
Oklahoma (Mrs. RadCliffe is
sister of Mrs. Weaks.), Bennett
Pat and Janice Wheeler, Emily
Roy Latta.,
Hardin, Myrtle and
Hill
with
Grace and
Birdie
of
Gracie's guest, Vyron Beard
Martin, Tennessee, also there.
They tell me
that Mary
had
everything to eat from turkey to
jam cake and that when the dinner was over there was as much
food left in the kitchen as had
been consumed during the meal.
Our hats are off to this former
"career girl" who went into the
housekeeping game a few years
ago and who, literally puts most
of us in the shade when it comes
to cooking.
entertained
Mrs. Stella Webb
some of her kith and kin at her
street. Her
home on Eddings
niece, Mrs. Nick Oswald and Mr.
down
from St.
Oswald came

Dinner

Train Crashes Truck;
Two Escape Unhurt

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 48.5

sh

Fulton, Kentucky

IL PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPIIRLING,
Editors and Publisher&
•member of the Kentucky Pres Aminekakis.

owdown Coming

[STRICTLY BUSINESS

(EDITOR'S NOTE: DeWitt Emery is president
of the National Small Business Men's Association.)

A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.
Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.
Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.

by McFeaffers

WATC114 f)

A year ago when Edwin G. Nourse, one of
the foremost economists in the country, resigned as Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers, he said:
"I am not happy when I see government
slipping back into deficits as a way of life in
a period when production and
employment
are high instead of putting its fiscal house in
order and husbanding reserves to support the

•ICz.••=mi.

Sermonette Of The Week

"Today I am filled with amazement and
consternation
when I see the utter
nonchalance with
which many
business men,
some economists, and the rank and file of

and Democracy
The automotive progress during the past
20 years was brought into sharp focus for us
this week as we read, back in the files, where
some fellow broke his arm (1925) trying to

citizens seem to be accepting a national budget of sixty billion or seventy billion or even
more.

crank his car on a cold day.
We well remember lots of those old (but
not "good old") days when one cranked, and
cranked, and cussed and cussed trying to get
a sluggish motor to start firing so Dad could
haul a load of impatient passengers somewhere. And do you
remember the cracked
isinglass curtains (some with no glass at all)
that merely deflected the icy wind, still letting

"Only ten short years ago, they were
panicked at the thought of a total national
debt of that amount. It is no answer to say
that the rise in the public debt from sixty
billion in 1941 to more than two hundred billion as an average of the last five years has
not brought disaster. We have not faced the
consequences of that rise.

it in sideways . .. the lap robes ... the earmuffs .. heavy gloves for the driver.
... fro-

"Instead of a complacement feeling that
we got away with our financing of World War
II, we should be acutely aware that we are

zen feet and ears ... bumpy roads, etc, etc??

just coming to the showdown."

Sometimes we think it does us good to
have to baby our car the "old way" once in a
while; we better appreciate this era of selfstarters, 20,000-mile tires, comfortable heaters,
smooth roads and relief from the icy weather.

Dr. Nourse pointed out that the Treasury,
starting in 1951, will have to pay ten years'
deferred interest on E bonds plus maturities of
D, E. F. and G. Bonds rising from one and onehalf billion dollars in '51 to eight and one-half
billion dollars in 1954, and he
emphasized
that as we approach this crucial period, the
cashing of E bonds for the last five months
months has exceeded their sale.

Thousands and thousands of daily drivers who
have grown since that era never know what
trials the earlier driver had.
And therein lies the perfect answer to a
question put to us last week
"Why, in the
name of creation, would a citizen of this free
nation embrace, or even consider embracing,
communism"?

According to Dr. Nourse, we have four
alternatives: 1) hold spending down to income; 2) bring taxes up to spending; 3) accept
a deficit and its inflationary consequences, or
4) try to close the inflationary gap by control

To that question we can only say, "They
don't know any better". They are born in a
free country, they have never had their toes
stepped on hard, had their liberties removed,
been without a free
choice of labor, companionship and relaxation.

measures.
In my judgment, Dr. Nourse could have
omitted 3 and 4 because if this country' is to

They don't know that our system of justice, of
public administration of civil rights and lliber-

remain solvent and retain its republican form
of government, federal spending will have to
be held down to income or taxes brought up to
spending, or maybe some of both. On any
other basis from here on, just as sure as night
follows day, this country will go broke. All
monetary values of every kind and character

ties has been developed through the last 150
years just as their automobiles has been perfected in the last 40.

will be wiped out and we'll lose our freedom.
We'll lose freedom of speech, freedom of opportunity, freedom of
religion and all the

The next few years will turn up a lot
of
presently—hidden communists in this
country of ours, and may turn up some right

others. That, my friends, is just how serious
the situation is in this country right now.

They don't know that the peace and prosperity of this Nation of ours has been fought
for through a lot of bloody, grim warfare; that
it didn't come naturally or by sheer accident.

here in Fulton. Communism at present is in an
underground, semi-secret stage of organization in this country and the final extent of its
reaches cannot now be determined.
We just hope one thing: we hope those who
forsake Democracy and become Communists
are all given a free trip to some Communist
country, whew they can then live under all
of the new doctrine of theirs, in full force.
Then, like the driver of a modern auto
who has suddenly been obliged to take an icy
ride in one of 1915 vintage
without glass,

The Post Off:ce has issued ifs annual appeal for
prospective
mailers of Christmas
packages to get same into the mail early.
Now urging most people to shop and mail
early is one of those jobs that editorial writers
do more or less to fill up space, because few
who don't ordinarily shop (and mail) early
will be swayed by editorial argument into
chang:ng their old habits.
However, most
shoppers will discover,
and some to their surprise, that present stocks
may not be so easily
replenished in
son)* lines; the early bird may grab off some things
that the late corner can't get.
And while we're talking about the Post
Office, don't
forget that it takes a 2-cent
stamp to carry unsealed Christmas cards. The
old 11
/
2-cent postage was abandoned last year.
Postal officials urge, however, that you use 3c
postage on your cards, along with you return
address. In that manner your card addressed
to one who has moved will be returned to you
and not sent to the dead letter office.

4746 aide Oi SeC01444140t

A short time ago, in his speech at the 64th
annual convention of the Iowa Bankers Association, Dr. Nourse said:

Automobile,Progress

Shop and Moil Early!

sorship as can be used.
The sole issue is whether
a
government
agency can determine what should be the content
of what goes on radio programs.
If the eyes of the broadcasters,
that is beyond the
FCC's province, the FCC's job is to keep
the airlanes policed, not for program content, but for the purpose
of seeing that the stations do
not poach on each other's
time
and channels.
The final decision in this case
will decide whether we still are
a free nation, with several basic
freedoms, or if we actually have
become a dictatorship.

economy if less prosperous times overtake us.''
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heater, windshield wipers, cigaret lighter, soft
cushions, radio and other modern innovations,
he will better appreciate the comfort and the
desirability of his present conveyance.

avoids poison when it's spread in
front of
him—he'll get
good
newscasts. No agency tries to tell
newspapers
what
they shall
print, and radio news must not
be treated differently.
Also, it seems to
me, our
colleagues on
the
newspapers
should take a mort active part
in this struggle against government censorship. If it happens to
radio, it will surely happen to
newspapers.
We should not let fear — fear
of
reprisal by a
government
agency — stop us. Fear itself is
about as good a weapon of cen-

From The Files:

loviouny Bach Wes eloch
November 25, 1925:
men,
spirited
Three public
Enoch Browder, Ed Williamson
orand „!'Johnnie" Stuart have
a
ganized a company to open
loose-leaf floor for tobacco sales
in Fulton, and have secured the
large barn built last year by the
co-operative assocfation.
Mrs. Floyd Irby
won an embroidered towel as guest prize at
the home of Mrs. Clyde-Williams.

Mrs. 0. H. McFarlin and Mrs
W. A. Lowe were co-hostesses for
the meeting of the music department of the Woman's Club this
week.

Mrs. Abe Jolley
won a glass
fruit knife for high bridge score
Thursday at the home of
Mrs.
Edward Heywood.

The art of winning in business is in working hard--not taking things too seriously—Elbert Hubbard.
All successful individuals have become
such by hard work; by improving
moments
before they pass into hours, and hours that
other people may occupy in the pursuit of
pleasure.--Mary Baker Eddy.
Not because of any extraordinary talent
did he succeed, but because he had a capacity
on a level for business and not above it. —
Tacitus.

The Martin Bank and the City
State Bank of Martin, and
the
Weakley County Bank at Dresden, all of which
closed their
doors last week during the crisis,
reopened for business
Tuesday
morning.

The Orpheurritheater was packTuesday night,
ed to capacity
with many turned away, as FulMr. and Mres. Leland Adams
tbn Band No. 45 presented an entertained
with a party Saturentertaining
evening of music, day at their
home on Gleen Aveand
many
"between-curtain" nue in honor
of the tenth birthspecialty acts. The program
in- day of their daughter,
Louise.
cluded a brass quartette composed of Messrs. Evans, DeMyer,
Congressman
Greogry
and
Barnes and Brown; Mr. Howard Senator
Barkley are again being
on the mouth organ and
banjo petitioned by citizens
of Hickman
and Uncle (Blind Joe) Mangrum
to help get a seawall for the protaking first prize in an old fidtection of the city's business disdler's contest.
trict.

A Mayfield man broke his arm
this week while cranking
his
car. The engine backfired as he

in exactly the same
category as the fellow
who tr:ed to sober up by drinking twice as
much as. it took to get him drunk in the first
place.

"Freedom of the Knees": Get
'em out of sight or hunt new
job, is edict issued this week to
Oklahoma school teachers.

Miss Virginia Alexander
entertained friends at the home of
her parents Friday evening with
a dancing party. The young boys
orchestra furnished the music.

chance on deficits as a way of life. But then,
when inflation begins to
pinch the family
pocketbook, we try to exempt ourselves—our
particular group—by another round of wage
tnerease; by bigger and better garm income
supports;
by
raising
government
pay
schedules, both
civilian and
military; by

They don't pay any attention to history or to
the fact that every time a control is applied,
inflationary pressures are increased. That's

Following their
triumph over
Mayfield 21-7, the Fulton Bulldogs will play their last game of
the season at Murray on Thanksgiving.

December 5, 1930:
T. M. Franklin
was elected
president of the Fulton
Building and Loan Association at its
annual meeting this week.

Miss Marie Lewis left for Lexington this week to visit her sister, Miss Clarette, who is attending the State Univrsity.

"As these inevitably add to the inflation,
we say,'There ought to be a law,' that is, we
demand controls oh other people."
The trouble with that is that controls just
won't stay put no matter how hard the selfish
groups try to have them apply only to "the
other fellow." ,
Then there are those utterly silly people
who believe that inflation can be controlled.

cranked it.

Huddleston
won
Mrs. Jake
high score favor at bridge given
by Mrs. Guy Snow Thursday at
her third street home.

"We Americans love the shortcut,"
Dr.
Nourse added, ind went on to say, "It is so
hard to give up spending or to accept a tax
burden. Lots of people would rather take a

broadening social security and rasing its benefits schedules.

,

r•emako---- 40-6 "

"This watch you gave me six months ago to
carry whio
you repaired my watch—it needs repairiogr'

Services were conducted Thursday for Lon Binford, who died at
the home of his sister on Second
Street. He was the son of Robert
and Sarah Binford, two of Kentucky's most prominent and beloved people. Three brothers and
two sisters survive.

Dick Oberlin:

Religion is a kind or luxury, they are practically
illiterate.
like attending the opera, a very They have
made
themselves
secret thing, like keeping a diary. spiritual derelicts. They live
by
It is something ornamental, like bread alone.
a palm or fern. It has become
The increase, over the years,
the spare-tire instead of the drivof this type of persdn has creating-wheel.
ed the second grave
condition.
- This is the net result of that Abandonment of Divine Law
as
artificial separation which divid- the guide for the outer affairs
of
es life into things which pertain men led to acceptance of social
to God and things which do not. and political theories divested
of
Indeed, we still cherish certain all supernatural character. Totalunmistakable
Christian social itarianism is a result.
principles. Yet this
And the day of this tyranny is
attachment
cannot correctly be considered a not over for the simple reason
manifestation of alert Christian that we have scarcely begun
to
consciousness.
These principles recognize its real causes. Temporare surviving because of their in- al disorder is the fertile ground
herent goodness, because they are for this cruelty.
part of our whole cultural tradiTemporal disorder comes from
tion, and because, however far we spiritual disorder, and Secularism
have strayed, we
have not yet both creates and preserves spiritual disorder. In order
fallen into paganism.
to help
order—that is
Nevertheless these Christian bring temporal
priniciples are being challenged, peace—back by way of the spiritand a secularized world cannot ual order, St. Paul's Information
uphold them indefinitely.
Men Service offers its readers a free
who live by the code of Secular- phamplet entitled "Secularism".
ism—life
without God—value Simply send your name and adthese principles for what
they dress to us at 7th and Hamlin
regard as their utility,
rather Streets, N. E., Washington 17, D.
than for their
derivation from C. There is only one way to deGod's natural law, and
Revela- stroy secularism, that is by reed:
gnizing its
fallacies and halftion.
truths.
And when, by their curous
standards of
judgment, these
principles lose their
usefulness,
to the Editors:
the secularists will all the more
Nov. 20th My Birthday.
repudiate the spiritual and cul78 years old.
tural traditions of
Christianity. To Publishers of the
The Nuremburg war-crimes trials Fulton County News.
have revealed the depths of corJust want to tell you all that
ruption to which loss of Christian I think you get out a
jimdandy
consciousness and the sense
of paper and if it is interesting to
spiritual refinement can lead.
me, and outsider, I know it holds
Two grave conditions resulting the interest of the local
folks.
from Secularism are now apparIf you ever come back here for
ent. First, men who have ceased a day or so, be sure
and let me
to order the outer affairs of life know.
according to Christian prinicples,
Capt. Tom Gibson
have ceased also to live
their
trrairs Point, Miss./
personal lives as bef.ts children
Many thanks, Cap'n Tam, and
of God, and candidates for eter- may your gold mines
bring you
nal glory. The shrinkage of their abundant prosperity and
happinChristian consciousness is almost ess during your next 78
years.. .
complete. In knowledge of God ed.

Letters

sINJUST7AMIPTEs! •
-CHEESE
AND
cAR0111"
PIA
*.•
Another Vino product of
Ow Kraft Foods Company

ISitecidl FLUFFY MACARONI PLO
SUPERB CHEESE FLAVOR OF
KRAFT GRATED
•

OZe41.4s's 64tieJtoalion4
Most reporters have ()My one
objective; to report as fairly and
honestly as possible. And, as front
line fighters in the never ending
speech and press,
war for free
they keep alert to threats of censorship.
Honest reporters recognize only military censorship as legitimate, and that only for security
reasons, not to cover up military
blunders.
No agency tells newspapers
what they shall print. But here
in the United States, the Federal
Communications Comrnission is
threatening three radio stations
owned by one man with the loss
of their
licenses for
slanting
newscasts. For about a year the
matter has been the object
of
much fighting and wrankling in
FCC hearings.
Evidence
indicates that
station manager ordered his news
writers to report
disparagingly
about certain
individuals
and
flatteringly of others. It may be
true that he did.
However, this is the significant
point. Governmental influence —
censorship—must, under no circumstance, be the weapon used
to keep our sources of information objective. If one government
agency gets away just once with
telling a radio station what it can
use in the way of news on the
air, then our freedom is—to use
a politican's phrase — a hollow
mockery.

= Who is this agency or what is it
to set itself
up as the -judge?
What comes next? What if we
change administrations and therefore change political ideas?
Will the news members of this
agency then go back and try to
revoke the licenses of some of us
whose ideas they may not have
liked—who may be accused of
slanting news
some
different
way? That is not freedom of information.
•
The Board of Directors of the
National
Association of Broadcasters last June went on record
an opposing the FCC's action in
the case of the three radio stations. The resolution was written
-in final draft form
only after
several days of the
most bitter
arguing and only
after it had
been carefully checked and rechecked by the broadcasters' attorney to see that it not only was
within legal bounds, but also said
precisely what the NAB meant it
to say.
What the organization tr:ed to
put across is that, without in any
way trying to judge the merits
of the case against the three radio stations, it would have the
FCC
know it is
emphatically
against the idea of having
any
government agency say what may
or may not go on newscasts.
The responsibil Ay for
radio
news lies ultimately
with the
listener. If he demands good news
coverage, if he's discerning, if he

Particular People
N) prefer
I ARISIAN
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS

GOOD DRY CLEANING
IS ECONOMICAL
Our new, superior
equipment does it
ONCE and does it RIGHT
. . . became
it does it REST.
Quality is mot economical buy in dry cleaning.
Expert
spotting, expert pressing; free
pick-up
Ind delivery. Call
now!

FOR PICK UP

PHONE 14

News and Personals from - - - -
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Water Valley
Odell Puckett
Mrs. Minnie Pigue spent Mon- , Rosa Bell Casey and
children
day with Mrs. May Young and spent
Thursday with Mr. and
Miss Emma Carr.
Mrs. Melvin Stephens of FulghMrs. Hettie Mullins is spending am.
the week with Mr. and MrsT Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kizer and
son, Hal, Jr., spent Thursday and
Mullins.
Friday in Memphis with
Mr.
Mrs. Martin E.
Casey, Mrs. and Mrs. A. J. Rappe and family.
Mrs. Jeanie
Set:ill
visited
Thursday night with Mrs. Alice
Lewis.

aihnin

Miss Jo Ann Bishop of Murray
State College spent the holidays
with her parents, Rev. and Mrs.
W. B. Bishop.
Mrs. Glenn Puckett spent Wednesday with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Hopkins of Fulgham.

5

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Farmer and
son, Mac, of Galconda, Ill., spent
the holidays with her brothers,
Mr. Arthur Rose and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Kelley V. Rose
and
daughter, Martha Ann.

In yonr home, at
On the concert stage . .
today's great piano.

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gilson Latta.
Mrs. Rebecca Underwood
of
Milburn spent Wednesday with
her aunt, Miss Ada Pigue.
Miss Judy Barnes spent
the
holidays with her
uncle
and
aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack
Colthorpe.
Miss Hula Mae Cooley of Paducah spent the weekend with her
mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
Mrs. Pearl Pigue received word
Saturday
morning that her son,
Mr. and Mrs. Zelma Pique
of
Pittsburgh, Pa., were the proud
parents of a baby boy born Nov.
25.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Puckett
visited Sunday afternoon
with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Hopkins of Fulgham.
Mrs. Porter Stephens and
daughter, Gloria
Ann, arrived
Sunday from
Detroit to spend
time with
their
mother and
grandmother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McAlister
were Thursday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett and
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett.
Miss Nortna Wayne Boswell of
Almo. Ky., spent the
weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Edwards.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Walker
and family of Lynnville were
Thursday dinner guests of
her
mother, Mrs, Carl Cooley.
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Cecil Burnette, Lester Brown, San Bernadino,
Calif; 1.-nd five
Frank Henry, Jimmie Roper, and grandchildren_
Leon Bransford.
A niece of Mr. Joanson's is
Mrs. John Cavender of this city.
J. J. JOHNSON
Funeral services for J. J. John- PINEAPPms: DELIGHTS
son, 77, father of Russell JohnIn a divided dish, serve pineson of this city who died at his
home in Union City Sunday af- apple chunks, on
picks,
and
ternoon after a seven weeks ill- shredded cocoanut which
has
ness, were held Tuesday after- been chopped so it Is not in long
noon at the Methodist Church in strings but will adhere to pineUnion City with Rev. Lewis D. apple pieces when dipped in it.
If you have a dish divided in
Ferrell officiating.
pineapple
Mr. Johnson was a member of three sections, serve
chunks in one, grated cocoanut in
the Methodist Church.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Mar- one, and grated, cheese in the
tha Johnson of Union City; two third so that pineapple can be
dipped in either.
sons, Russell Johnson of
this
city, and Willis Johnson of Chicago; a brother, Will Johnson of
Phone 470 for Job Printing
_
imifigirgin

MISS CORNELIA SILLS
Funeral services for Miss Cornelia Bartee Sills, who died Sunday afternoon at the home
of
her sister, Mrs. M. C. Cothran,
PORK AND SWEET POTATO
Walnut
Street, were
TREAT
conducted
The frost on the roof is getting Tuesday morning at 10:30 in the
a little heavier these mornings. Chapel of the Whitnel
Funeral
With fall running into winter, Home with Rev. C. E. Hawkins,
pork roasting in the oven smells pastor of the
First
Methodist
mighty good along with a luscious casserole of sweet potatoes. Church officiating. Burial was in
the family cemetery at
Model,
111.44-04 ecna .40 SWOT POTA10(4
Tenn., under the direction
WHAT A TEAM!
of
Whitnel Funeral Home.
She leaves her father, W. F.
Sills; four sisters, Mrs. Eleanor
Brandon of Ashland City, Tenn.,
Mrs. Elizabeth Futrell of Benton,
These two team up in the oven, Mrs. J. R.
Wimberly of Paris,
too, as a moderate temperature Tenn., Mrs. M. C. Cothran
of
of 350° F. is used for both.
Fulton and a brother, A. M. Sills
Model,
of
Tenn.
Roasting Pork
Season a pork loin roast with
She is a graduate of
Murray
salt and pepper. Place in open State College and was a teacher
roasting pan, fat side up. Insert at Hollow Rock,
Tenn., for 14
meat thermometer so bulb
reaches center of the cut. Do not years as home demonstration
cover, do not add water. Roast in l agent at Russellville. She retired
a moderate oven (350° F.) un- because of ill health.
til the meat thermometer regisShe was a member of the Meth- A
ters 185° F. Allow about 30 minV
Church at Murray.
odist
utes per pound.

Why a Thermometer?
Mrs. Jess Thomas spent MonUsing the thermometer takes
34.iss Ann Latta of Lexington day night with her sister, Mrs.
sent the holidays with her par- I Will Hastings of near McConnell. away the chance of overdone or
underdone meat
Elmus Bruce suffered a heart
of any kind. The
!attack while at church
Sunday
thermometer exmorning. He is somewhat improvtending into the
ed at this writing.
middle of the
roast shows you
Bertes Pigue and
daughter,
when it is done.
Carmen, visited Thursday with
Meat without
Mrs. Pearl Pigue and Miss Ada
bone takes a
Pigue.
few more minutes per pound than
a roast with
The bone
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Gilbert spent causes the meatbone.
to cook a little
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. 011ie more quickly.
Batts and
family of
Midway,
Sweet Potato Bake
Tenn.
4 or 5 cooked sweet potatoes
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Gossum and
1 cup apple sauce
family*of Wingo
spent-Sunday
8 marshmallows, quartered
with his parents, Mr. and
teaspoons nutmeg
Mrs.
Robert Gossum.
2 tablespoons butter
Salt
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McAlister
Quick -drying, lustrous, marMix the applevisited Sunday night with
resistant finish for furniture and
Mr.
sauce,
marsh- .11,51 ,N4 ..p*DCOufk
and Mrs. Harold Puckett
woodwork — easy to
and mallows
APPLiusse
,
us
and
daughter, Melanie.
keep clean and bright.
nutmeg. Slice
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Williams of sweet potatoes
in
lengthIndiana, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Coop- wisehalf
and arrange
er of Paducah visited Sunday af- a layer in casternoon with Miss Ada Pigue.
serole. Spread
Mrs. Roy
Norman arrived with half of applesauce irCxture.
Paints — Glass — Wall Papers
Thursday from Detroit to spend Dot with one tablespoon fat and
with salt. Repeat with
some time with her mother, Mrs. sprinkle
210 CHURCH STREET
PHONE 909
remaining ingredients. Bake in
Lena Brown.
moderate oven(350°F.)25 minutes.
Jim Ed Hargrove of
Detroit
Yield: 5 servings.
spent Thanksgiving with his wife
Faithfully
and children. •
Mr. and Mrs. Burnie Barnes
and family, Lute Barnes
spent
Sunday with their sister
ROOM thoo rouwwiths;
and
own
daughter, Mr. and
Drink Lots of
Mrs. Jack
Coll.horpe.

FEEZLE PIANO SALES
622 Broadway
Paducah

I

I, You can't buy
a better
1
household ,
_
enamel
4.

fULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

E. R. TREAS
•
Funeral services for Ernest R.
Treas, 65, who died Friday afternoon at the Haws Hospital, were
held Sunday
afternoon at
2
o'clock in the
chapel of
the
Whitnel Funeral Home with Rev.
C. E. Hawkinss,
pastor of the
First Methodist Church officiating. Burial was in Fairview cemetery.
Mr. Treas was a contractor and
was a well known resident
of
Fulton. He lived in the Covington Addition, South Fulton.
Mr. Treas leaves his wife, Mrs.
Mary Naylor Treas; a son, Naylor W. Treas; a grandson, Joe
Treas of Fulton; and two great
grandchildren.
Active pallbearers were: Presley Campbell, Jack Covington,

MILK

DUKEDOM RT. 2

'Joyce Taylor
The Cold
weather and snow
makes us realize that winter is
just around the corner. The farmers in this vicinity would be
+ TASTY
glad to have a tobacco season so
+ REFRESHING
they can get their tobacco ready
for market.
+ ECONOMICAL
Mr. McNatt has returned home
from the hospital but is not much
+ CONVENIENT
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunt Gos- improved. Mrs. McNatt is much
sum and aon. Ronald, visiend Sat- better.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. 'Hicks and
urday night with Mr. and Mrs.
im, palpitating?
girls visited Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Buster
Bradley
and
son,
Jerry.
head?
buzz
this
A
in
NO OTHER DRINK
evenMiss Emma Carr is spending Emerson awhile Sunday
Try a glass of warm milk
the week in Pilot Oak
visiting ing.
Wore going to bstd.
Sunday
visitors
of Mr. RowGIVES YOU SO MUCH I relatives and friends.
land and Allie were: Mr. and Mrs.
L A. Rowland of Lynn Grove,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Browder Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett
of
Clarksville, Tenn., spent and Sue of Pilot Oak.
Thanksgiving with their parents,
Sue Owen visited Shirley SuitMrs. Opal Browder and Mr. and er Tuesday night of last week.
Mrs. Ray Graham. Mr. Browder
Mrs. Ruth Weems and
Mrs.
returned Sunday and Mrs. Brow- Wilma Williams were guests of
PHONE 813
der remained for a longer visit. Mrs. Tennie House Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Emerson
•
and Bob of Wingo, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Crittendon and Susan of
Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Carr and Randy spent Thanksgiving with their parents, Mr. and
By PENNY MERRILL
Mrs. Roy Emerson.
What do women want in a lotion?
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Colthorpe
This was the question asked by a
and Marilyn were the
Sunday
leading New York cosmetic manudinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Erfacturer when he set out to develop
win Rowland and girls.
•new hand lotion.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Foy
"It was far from simple," he told
of
Obion were
us."We found that women wanted
guests of Mr. and
Mrs. McNatt awhile Sunday ev-and needed-much more than they
ening.
were getting from hand lotions. So
we set about developing a lotion
The MYF
meeting met with
built to women's specifications. And
James Earl Moore Monday night
after months of research-a sensawith 10 present.
tion was born. A more effective loMr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visittion that smooths, soothes, softens
ed Miss Allie Rowland and her
and perfumes the skin-and does it
dad awhile Monday night.
quickly. A lotion that is creamier,
Mrs. Addie
Casey and
Lila
but lighter and instantly absorbed.
Mae were guests of Mrs.
Ruby
A lotion that is absolutely nonsticky, non-greasy.
"To arrive at the unique combination of ingredients that resulted in
this superb lotion, we used our laboratories in both France and America. We asked women to test one lotion after another. Finally we got
the answer. We seleetes1 the best of
the fine flower and vegetable oils the
countries of the world had to offer
Prompt Service
...blended them into a rich yet light
emulsion fragrant with the unforgettable Quelques Fleurs perfume.
Work Guaranteed
And American women love it!"
ional beauty treatment for the skin
Available Nowr
That is the story of Quelques with a world-famous perfume. Try You will find this unusually effeeFleurs Band Lotion by Houbigant it for three days-use it on hands, ve lotion tinted in either pink,blue,
(pronounced Folks Flur)
. the elbows,knees, all over-and see ho or cream. It costa only $1.00 (plus
unique lotion that combines a sensa- it helps your skin I
tax) at

T
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EVANS DRUG COMPANY

The
216 LAKE STREET

Str,re
FULTON

PHONES 95, 795

RADIO CENTER
Across from Telephone Office
113 Washington
Fulton, Ky.

PAY LESS FOR YOUR DRUG NEEDS
AT OWL DRUG STORE
—EVERY-DAY PRICES—
Kolorbak
60c Zonite
25c Ex-Lax
115c Noxzema
Fitch Hair Oil
Jergens Lotion
Sal Hepatica

$1.39
51e
23e
. 59c
25c
45c
33c

$1 Ironized yeast
90e Doan's pills
50e Milk of Magnesia
Upjohn Astringent Comp, 75c
Rubbing alcohol, 25e & 39e
35c Bromo Seltzer
29e
(Cosmetics pins Federal tax)

U. S. P. Quality heavy mineral oil
Bob Gipsey's Rub Linament
$3.75 Dextri-Maltase, five pounds
25c Nyal Laxaco cold tablets
25c Nyal nose drops
$1.25 Nyal sedative Co. for nervousness

29e
--ad. and $2.511

15c
75c

511e Nyal chest oil
30c
Was. Nyal month wash
35c
$1.25 Nyal Hot Spgs. Med. 75e
25e Hines Honey & Almond 19e
$1. Wmes Hooey & Ahnond 73e

VISIT OUR FOUNTAIN AND SNACK BAIL Enjoy a tasty
sandwich, delicious malt, banana split or ice cream soda. You
will like our prices.
BONNIE BEEF SANDWICHES

CHICKEN SALAD

HOT DOGS

Pierce Walker
Beelerton

V
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Owl Drug Store
"40 YEARS IN FULTON"

Phone 4611
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Christmas gifts for children
- - Tots To Teens -

94.sts
DRESSES

Women Create Amazing New Lotion

REP AIRIN G

a
A

Bring Your Next
Prescription to Owl

-COOUNG SYSTEM:
0

ix
Prescriptions!

An Owl Drug Co. Label on your
prescriptions is an assurance of
accuracy of compounding and
potency of ingredients. Owl Drug
Co. Pharmacists are trained, competent craftsmen. Ingredients used are of high uniform equality
and every prescription is carefullly DOUBLE-CHECKED. 40 years
in Fulton.

V

Serious and costly motor trouble
may result from defective cool.
ing. Play safe . . . with every
motor check-up or overhaul
have the Cooling system checked
by specialises.
Have your garage or Service
station call us in. When core
replacement is necessary, we
use Lake Radiator Cores . . .
they're GUARANTEED.

PUR
MIL
E
K
CO.
rv7,777-274,77=7a

RADIO

@ Nrg@

Casey Monday of last week.
Mrs. T. C. House visited her
sisters, Mrs. Ruth Weems
and
Mrs. Tye Finley one day
last ig
100 aspirin, 5-gr. _
week.
8-oz. Nyal month wash
28e
60c Rectone for piles
39c
*UMW DON'T
50c Nyal c
- hest rub
_ _39e
50c
Hines
Honey & Almond 39e
NEGLECT YOUR CAR'S

CL

Mrs. Roy Boaz, Mrs. Louis Boaz
and daughter, Gale, Mrs. John
Moore, Harry
Hunt and
Leon
Gossum were in Memphis Monday
attending the
bedside of
Louis Boaz, who underwent' an
operation for a badly broken arm.
W. T. Edwards and Hal Kizer
visited Sunday
afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Byrn.

igimigiumnimmasucate
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SWEATER SETS
SHAWLS
BLANKETS
BOOTEES

- 104 piles
Pajamas

House Shoes

Umbrellas

Gowns

Anklets

Robes

Sweaters

Panties
Gloves
Blouses

Skirts

Dresses

Raincoats

House Shoes

Ties

Gloves

Scarfs

Wallets

Socks

Pajamas

Sweaters

Jackets

Raincoats

Belts

Shirts

Cowboy Suits

JACK ancIVILL SHOP
204 Lake Street

Fulton. Kentucky
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PANTRY SHELF MENU PLANNERS

I

By Maris Gifford

Interests

FOR WOMEN
SOCIETY

—+—

CLUBS

HOME NEWS

Phone 926
Shirley Houston, Miss
INTERMEDIATE GA'S ENJOY
Joella
Cochran, Miss Barbara Roberts,
MEETING AT FIRST
Miss Nell Speight, Miss Sue EasBAPTIST CHURCH
The Intermediate
GA's held ley Miss Jeannette Stark, Mrs.'
their regular monthly
meeting John Farabough, Mrs. B:11 Smith
Tuesday night at the First Bap- and the hostess, Mrs. Colley.
Those sending gifts but not at- ;
tist Church.
were: Miss LaQuita
The president, Mary Ann tending
Hinkle, called the meeting to or- Tigue, Miss Peggy Gambill, Mrs.
Harold
Wallace, Miss Nancy Stoder and plans were discussed for
vall, Miss Doris Ann Williams.
a study course on Africa.
Mrs. Colley
presented
Those attending were: Mary
Mrs.
Ann Hinkle, Carolyn Guill, Mari- Bard with a lovely bronze mum
corsage.
lyn Guilt, Diane Bennett, Anna
Jean Edwards, Kay Bowen, Beverly Hill, Peggy Adams and Bev- GLAD GIRLS CLASS
ENJOY DINNER IN
erly Burgess.
More and more women are turning to the Pantry Shelf Meals in a
ROSE ROOM MONDAY
can to solve their nvr...0 problems. One look into a cupboard, well
MRS. EUGENE BARD
The Glad Girls
Class of the
stocked with these mena planners and all sorts of meals come to mind.
COMPLIMENTED WITH
First Baptist Church met MonWhen you're searching for a quick and-easy idea for Sunday night
SHOWER AND PARTY
day night in the Rose Room for
supper, lunch for the hungry school youngsters or the evening meal
on club day, these Pantry Shelfers are at your service.
business meeting
Mrs. Eugene Bard, the former their regular
Miss Joann Smith, was honored and dinner party.
The cooking directions are the same for the entire line of "meals
In a can"—turn out of can, heat and eat. Some of the leaders in this
with a miscellaneous shower Fri'Music was furnished by John
line
are corned beef hash, spaghetti with meat, beef stew, chop suey,
day night, November 25 given by
Austin and Miss Dorothy Boyd
and chili con came. Be sure to look to your pantry shelf for ideas
Mrs. Doran Colley at her home
when the hands have done a double quick turn around the clock.
rendered two vocal numbers.
on Walnut Street.
The meals in a can are good tasting and good for you! Care in preThe party got off to a fine start
Members attending were: Mrs.
paration and processing preserves the body building proteins, vitamins
with the-honoree winning
the Lucile Carden, Mrs. Kathleen
and minerals of the fresh cuts of meat from which they are made.
contest, "Articles found on
a Hassell, Mrs. Robert Lowery, Mrs.
Here are two of our favorites using these quick, easy and economBride's Table." The other contest Max McKnight, Miss Sara Collical Pantry Shelf Meals in a can.
was won by Miss Sue Easley.
This Corned Beef Hash with Deviled Eggs his a "to each his own"
ins, Mrs. Charles Looney, Mrs.
After the many gifts were op- Wilburn
touch. Place Corned Beef Hash in individual baking dishes or custard
Allen, Mrs. Porter
cups.
One can makes 3-4 servings. Bake in 325°F. oven for 20 minutes.
ened Mrs. Colley served a deli- LTwigg, Mrs. Lowell
Williams,
Place halves of deviled eggs in center of each dish of hash and bake
cious sandwich plate to: the hon- Mrs. Glenn Williams, Mrs. Mary
for 10 minutes longer to heat eggs. Serve with hot buttered green
oree. Mrs. Jean Smith of
St. Nell Page, Mrs. Dee Fry, Mrs. H.
beans and for dessert, rosy applesauce and ice box cookies.
Louis, Mrs. L. E. Bynum, Miss I.. Milstead, Mrs. Alvin Burrow
,
An old favorite with a new twist is Chili-Potato Pie. For this,
a baking dish with seasoned mashed potatoes and bake at 400°F.line
for
10 minutes to lightly brown the potatoes. Pour heated Chili into the
pie.
Serve
with
crisp
relishes
and
individu
al
fruit
and
cheese
Long Terms
plates
for dewed,.

FARM

Low Cost
Quick Service

LOANS

INSURANCE
ATKINS. HOLMAN & FIELDS
Fulton, Kentucky

Christmas suggestion.
Minutes ness session. Mrs. Kenneth Hast- refreshments after
which the
were read by the secretary, Mrs. ings gave the devotion
al and the club adjourned to meet DecemLorenzo- Palmer.
group sang, "I Am Red:dyed".
ber 20 with Mrs. John Parrish.
Old and new business was con- ;
The roll call was answered with.
ducted. Reports were given by the ;
each member exhibiting a.suggesdelegates to the Leather
FULTONIANS ATTEND
Craft tion for Christmas gifts. The
club
School and the
Hooked
Rug voted to send $5.00 to buy Christ- KENTUCKY-TENNESEE
School. Miss Odom also gave an mas
gifts for veterans at
Ken- GAME LAST SATURDAY
interesting
report
on
these nedy General Hospital in MemFultonians who
attmwed the
schools.
phis.
Kentucky - Tennessee
The club adjourned at noon for
football
a bountiful pot-luck luncheon., The following officers
were gins at
Knoxville
Saturday
! elected for 1951: president, Mrs.
Afterwards Miss Odom gave
a
were: Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Holdemonstration on
party plate ;Kenneth Hastings; vice president, land, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beadles
,
•
1Mrs. John
Parrish; secretary, Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Bushart, J. E.
The club's annttal white ele- I Mrs. Billy -Green; treasurer, Mrs. Fall. Jr., Randall
Burcha
m,
Jack
phant sale was then held. Several .Thad Parrish.
Caster, Fred Homra, Dr. Glenn
lovely home-made articles were I Several dish towels and pillow , Bushell, Gerald
Bushart, Lewis
brought to be sold.
!cases were stenciled.
1Bizzle, Buren Rogers,
Edward
The club
inc hostess served delicious Crutchfield and Sam
adjourned to meet
flurks, Jr.
December 20, at the Ane and All
Community House for their
Christmas dinner party with Me.dames
Connor, Howard and
What Is More Practical Than
Finch as hostesses.
—Mrs. Harold Muzzall, ;
a Gift of a Pair of Shoes for
Reporter.

1immimmumMummoimpr

EVONNE WEAVER BECOMES
BRIDE OF RAYMOND CLARK

FORRESTER'S HAS THE SIZE

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Weaver of
Water Valley, Ky. announce the '
marriage
of
their daughter,1
AND THE STYLE ... AT THE PRICE
Evonne, to Raymond Clark, sonl
and we guarantee the fit of every pair. If they don't
fit, xe
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark of
will exchange them.
Fulton.
AA to EE Lasts in most styles
Work Shoes, $3.95 to $12.95
The single ring ceremony was
Dress Shoes, to $15.09
performed at Dresden, Tennessee
Saturday, November 18 in
the
home of Rev. and
Mrs. Cayce
Pentecost with Rev. Pentecost of204 Main Street
Fulton, Kentucky
ficiating.
The bride chose for her wedding a navy blue gabardine suit.
-Her corsage was gardenias.
MaRiMegisilatIMMatsxisigasitgassitegensgsgiatiaSIMMIKOMI
MINIMIssreas
Miss Verline Weaver, sister of f
it
the bride was maid of honor.
4
A
Roy
Wright served as best LI
7
man.
it
i ll The couple will
A
make their 11
home on the Claud
it
Brockwell ;2,
V
farm near Fulton
which
the IV
k
s
bridegroom recently purchased.
w
..

Forresier's Shoe Shop

GIFTS

Mrs. Eldred Choate, Mrs. Duke with the Master
:1
Farmer banquet. MRS. PAUL
Crews, Mrs. Louis Bizzle,
LONG
*
Mrs.
Saturday, December 9 at the
ENTERTAINS
1
Richard Myatt, Mrs. Neil Clinard,, Kentucky
Utilities, the club will
FRIENDSHIP CLUB
Mrs. Newton Ruddle, Mrs. Avery have a food
sale.
Mrs. Paul Long was hostess to
Hancock, Mrs. John Payne, Mrs.
Mrs. L. C. Brown was appoint- the McConnell
Larry Latham, Mrs. John CovingFriendship Club
as
ed
delegate
to
Farm
and
Home which met last Wednesday with
ton, Mrs. Carl Hastings the teachI
Week
in
Lexingt
on
January
in
. nine members and two visitors , v
er.
Mrs. Oliver Kash was named al- present.
Visitors attending were: Mrs. ternate.
Mrs. Harold Rowland,
Henry Locke, Mrs. Aubrey Taypresi- V
Twenty members attended the dent, was in charge of the busi; lor, Mrs. Lonnie Ingram and Miss
V
meeting
with one visitor, Mrs. E.
Dorothy Boyd.
4
E. Mount was present.
'V
IUTA CASHON AND
WELFA
RE WORKERS
STOCKHOLDERS'
PFC. RAY WALLACE
HAVE MEETING NOV. 22
WED IN CORINTH, MISS.
ANNUAL MEET

1

ING

GOD WARNS HIS PEOPLE

for CHRISTMAS

V
it

7
It

a
HOSE
SLIPS
GOWNS
BLOUSES

EVENING BAGS
HANDKERCHIEFS
COSTUME JEWELRY

it

BED JACKETS

a

4

a
a
a
a
a
a

aide.

a
a

a

fOR SNACKSSANUWICHES

—Labia Grissom

It

The Welfare Workers
Home
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Yates of
PURSES
The annual meeting of the
Fulton announce the marriage of Demonstration Club met on Nov- .
Stockholders of
the One and All
their daughter, • Rita Cashon, to ember 22, at
FULTO
1Pfc. Ray H. Wallace, son of Mr. Community House with Mesdam- ASSOCIN BUILDING & LOAN
ATION of-- FULTON,
es Lorenzo Palmer, Neuman Croft '
and Mrs.
Worthy
EVENING DRESSES
Wallace of and
KENTUCKY
Franklin House as hostesses,
Hickman, Route 2.
The ceremony was performed I with 25 members, five visitors for the election
for Christmas Wear
of directors
and our Home Agent, Miss Louisei
Thursday morning,
and the transaction of any
Nov. 23 in Odom,
present.
Corinth. Miss.. with
other
business
i
that may come
Justice
The house was called to order 1 before the meeting, will be
Johnny Jobe officiating.
held
at
office
by the president,
of Association,
Miss Alma Fowler of
Mrs.
Roy
'
Union
City and Pete Holified of Fulton Watts. The devotional was given , 214 Main Street, Fulton. Kentucky
on
Dec.
5, 1950 at 4
by Mrs. Ruth Finch. The club 1
attended the couple.
o'clock p. m.
The bride attended Fulton high creed was read by Mrs.
Lon ,
Watt. The
school..
Respectfully yours,
group
then sang, I
"Americ
a,
Mr. Wallace
the
Beautifu
l".
The i
attended Dixie
J. E. FALL, Secty.
300 Main Street
roll call was answered with the 1
high school and is now serving
Phone 265
in
exhibition
Zt
the Army and stationed at
of
a
home
made
Reese
•Otommmmmmmainlemmmyrommnommmmmmmx•
Air Force base, Lubbock, Texas. AC Sir AC
sesisassmshstintiacsit MAIsicossassmstaccTlIVACSICV.ti
=====
esism MAC AC IN MAC AC SY AC AtOKAW
Home on furlough at present, he
INAAMMAKEKOMIIIK Sig00•11iatagAgAta
IALMIVIM
, will leave Monday morning on it
k
'return to his base. Mrs. Wallace it
0
A
will join him there later.
4

(MALACHI, CHAPTER. 3:)
even this whole nation_
BEHOLD, I will send my
10 Bring ye all the tithes inmessenger and he shall pre- to the storehouse, that there
pare the way before me: and may be meat in mine house,
the LORD, whom ye seek, and prove me now herewith,
shall suddenly come to his saith the LORD of hosts, if I
temple, even the messenger of will not open you the windows.
the covenant, whom ye delight of heaven, and pour you out a
•g
FULTON HOMEMAKERS
in: behold, he shall come, saith blessing, that there shall not
4
ENJOY ALL DAY MEET
the LORD of hosts.
be room enough to receive it.
4
WEDNE
2 But who may abide
SDAY,
NOV.
the
0
22
11 And I will rebuke the deday of his coming? and who vourer for your
sakes, and He
The Fulton Homemakers Club
shall stand when he appear- shall not destroy
the fruits of
met Wednesday, November 22 at
eth? for he is like a refiner's your ground;
4
neither shall
the Fulton High School.
it
fire, and like hiller's sope:
your vine east her fruit before
An interesting lesson on "Win.
3 And he shall sit as refiner the time in
the field, saith the
ter
Flower
Arrangements" was . V
and purifier of silver; and he LORD of
hosts.
given by Mrs. B. B. Alexander N
shall purify the sons of Levi,
12 And all nations shall call
and
Mrs.
Marvin
Laird. The re-'V
and purge them as gold and you
blessed: for ye shall be a
creation hour was conducted by
silver, that they may offer un- delightsome
land, saith the
Mrs. Fred Bondurant at which I it
to the LORD an offering
in LORkof hosts.
1 time a balloon race and a
nut s.
righteousness.
l3 your words have been
s
contest was enjoyed.
4 Then shall the offering of stead
against me, saith the
. a
Plans
were
complet
ed for the
Judah and Jerusalem be pleas- LORD:
N
yet 'ye say, What have
December 13 meeting to be held If
ant unto the LORD, as in the we spoken
so much against
at
the
One
and
All
Club. It will
days tai old, and as in former thee?
be an all day meeting with pot
years.
14 Ye have said, It is vain to
luck
lunch
and
each
member is
5 And I will come near to serve God;
and what profit is
asked to bring a gift (not over
you to judgment; and I will be it that we
have kept his ordin50c).
The
club
will
also
help
a swift witness against
the ance, and that we have
walked
sorcerers, and against the ad- mournfully
•
before the LORD
ulterers, and
against false of hosts?
swearers, and against
those
ip And now we call the
that oppress the hireling in his proud happy;
yea, they that
wages, the widow, and the work
wickedness are set up:
fatherless, and that turn aside Yea, they
that
the stranger
from his right, even delivered. tempt God are
and fear
not me, saith the
16 Then they that feared the
LORD of hosts.
LORD
spake
often one to
6 Fcr I am the
LORD; I another; and the LORD
hearkchange not; therefore ye sons ened, and
heard it, and a book
of Jacob are not consumed.
of remembrance was written
7 Even from the days of before him
for them that fearyour fathers ye are gone away ed the
LORD,and that thought
from
mine ordinances, and upon his name.
have not kept them. Return
17 And th..v shall be mine,
un"o me, and I will return un- saith
the
LORD of hosts, in
to you, saith the Lord of hosts. that
day when I make up my
But ye said, Wherein shall we jewels;
and I will spare them,
return?
as a man spareth his own son
8 Jil1 a man rob God? Yet
that serveth him.
ye have robbed me. But ye
18 Then shall ye return,
say, Wherein have we robbed
and discern between the rightthey love its rich, mild
thee? In tithes and offerings.
teous and the wicked; between
9 Ye are
cursed
with a him that serveth God,
and him
cheddar cheese flavor
curse; for ye have robbed me, that
serveth Him not.
PRAY: GET RIGHT WITH GOD—
CHURCH BELLS ARE
RINGING.

Christmas

NUTRITIOUS!

DIGESTIBLE AS MILK

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

,
A
g
R
it
k

le
a

it
1t

Ladies Dress and Casual

A

it

a
a

A

S -HOES
9

• SAMPLE SIZES, 4 AND

41/2 p

• GRACE WALKER SHOES THAT

t.

RETAIL FOR AS MUCH AS $11.95

• ALL COLORS

• CALF, KID, PATENT LEATHERS

ALL LADIES' SUEDE DRESS
AND CASUAL SHOES, NOW

t

$4.97
t

FRY'S SHOE STORE
220 LAKE STREET

:
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CAYCE NEWS

So. os for

Clarice Bondurant

the
tall
lay
01lea,
ick
inn
trd

IP"

Mrs. Marie
Fletcher and son,
Rhiner and Mrs. C. W. Taylor and
daughter, Anita of
Memphis,
Tenn.," spent the
Thanksgiving
holidays with Mrs. Neal Scearce
BENNETT ELECTRIC and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth L. Oliver
217 Main
Phone 201 and son,
Kenny Lee of Memphis,
Tenn., spent
Wednesday night
and Thursday with Mrs. Daisie
Bondurant and Clarice.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Scearce
and son of Evansville, Ind., spent
the holidays with Mrs. Mayme
Scearce and Tommie.
Mr. and Mrs. Met Arrington
and children, Linda
and
Carl
spent the holidays with relatives
in Arlington and Ft. Worth, Texas.
Mrs. Ethel Oliver and Lynette
of Memphis, Tenn., spent Wednesday night and Thursday with
Mn. and Mrs. Chester Wade.
Bonding over
Miss Caroline Scearce
spent
ol times to put gifts under

ROAST ClKKEN—EXCELLENT rHOICE FOR
THE SMALL FAMILY
By Gay Kitchen

the only dungare
I've found
that's got plenty
of bendoyer4
room...
the trees ... climbing in and out of
say sleigh countless thousands of
limes has taught me the importance
of comfort. Thol's why I wont to
remind all men ... •sp•ciolly lot
ones like me . . . to be sure and
otwoys get Happy Jock dungarees.
They not only feel better and look
better than ordinary dungarees ...
they actually ASS better. Happy
Jocks companion for women and
girls is Happy Jill dungorems. Get
these Brie dungarees for your own
erste ... and for Christmos gifts for
Mande and family.
HAPPY .1111
for women & girls

HAPPY JACK
for moo & boys

• aftaxe" ;
'0, RADIO
••
ava
tda...11 tza
11,

Enjoy good radio reception these cold winCer evening of the next
three months. Let our
expert service department replace faulty
parts and restore your
set to first-class condition.
of..
11
PROMPT ATTENTION!
PHONE 461,,

WASHINGTON MFG. CO.

It's time to plan a holiday meal. In the photograph
roast chicken
is garnished with parsley and cranberry sauce-f
illed peach halves—
these fruits may double for relish and salad in a
1950 streamlined
holiday menu.
You may choose from several sizes of young
chickens
for roasting,
11/3 to 4% lbs....ready-to-cook weight. Through
scientific breeding
and feeding, poultry producers have developed
flavorful,
young birds
so meaty that they may be roasted at even the
smaller sizes. Consider the advantages of roasting 2 birds: a different
stuffing
in each
bird, 4 drumsticks, 4 second joints, and the
In most markets two 3-lb. birds will cost less shorter cooking time.
than a 6-lb. roasting
chicken.
Here are the simple directions for roasting:
1. Place stuffed and trussed bird breast down
on a rack at least
inch high in a shallow open pan.
2. Cover top of chicken with fat-moistened
thin
moisten with fat from bottom of pan during cloth; if needed,
roasting. Do not
wrap bird in the cloth.
3. Do not sear. Do not add water. Do not
cover.
4. Turn bird breast up when about 34 done.
Roast until tender.
5. Test for doneness; move leg by grasping
end of bone, the
drumstick -thigh joint breaks or moves easily or
drumstick meat
is very soft when pressed between fingers.
Do
not pierce meat
with fork.
TIMETABLE FOR ROASTING
Dressed
Ready-to-Cook
Oven
%I eight•
Weight
Temperature
2 to 31
/
2 lb.
11
/
4 to 21
/
2 lb.
350°F.
3,... to 4,A2 lb.
2t,2 to 31
/
2 lb.
360°F.
41 ii to 6 lb.
3,
,2 to 4% lb.
1125°F.
'Head and feet off, but not drawn.

Approximate

THOMAS L. MURRAY
Services for Thomas Leonard
Murray, retired Illinois Central
employe, who died Sunday morning about 10 o'clock at Jones Hospital, were conducted Monday afternoon in the Chapel of
the
Whitnel Funeral Home with the
Rev. J. C. Matthews of Nashville
officiating. Burial was in Palestine cemetery under the direction
of the Whitnel Funeral Home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Katherine, George Murray;
a
son, Charles Murray of Greenville, Miss; two daughters, Mrs.
Ellen Gonterman of Akron,
Ohio and
Mrs. H. G. Spees of
Langley Field, Va., four grandchildren and one great
grandson.
Active pallbearers were Wilson
Sons, Clarence Copeland,
Jack
Madding, James Allen, Vanford
Smiley, and J. W. Noles.
DRIED BEEF WHEELS
Spread
cream
cheese
or
Braunschweiger on a slice
of
dried beef. Roll up, cut 1-2 inch
sections and serve each on a

Like Grandpa Used to Make

Roasting Time
14 to 2
hrs.
2 to 3
hrs.
3 to 31
/
2 hrs.

CITY ELECTRIC

the weekend with Miss Carmalee mie and Joe Albert visited Willie
Cloys in Milan, Tenn.
Scearce in Kennedy Hospital in
Frank Rice, Jr., of
Murray Memphis Sunday.
They report
And Tire Company College
spent the holidays with him better.
i .nrO
Andy and Judy over WIAC
• mom: 401 •
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Friday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Rice, Sr.
205 Commercial
Roy Cruce were: Mr. and
1510 ON YOUR DIAL
Mrs.
Charles
McMurry and
Miss J. D. Cruce and daughter, Ada
Joe Goffin and John Beard
of Lou of St. Louis, Mo.,
Mr. and
University of Kentucky
spent Mrs. Hugh Cruce of Union
City,
the holidays with Mr. and
Mrs. Tenn., Mrs. Jessie Powell
of MurJames McMurry and family.
Ky.,
ray,
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Cruce
Cecil Lee Wade of Biloxi, Miss.
and John Elmer, Mr. and Mrs. J.
spent the holidays with his parB. Slayton and family, Mr. and
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wade.
Mrs. Robert Oliver and family of
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Bondurant
Fulton, Ky.
and son, Maurice
Carr
spent
Mrs. J. S. Deason, Mrs. Doris
Thursday with Mrs. Ruth Harrell
Cruce and
Howard of Martin,
of Eridyville, Ky.
Raymond
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Sloan Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
and family of Tammus, Ill., visit- Campbell and family of Fulton,
and Mrs. Roy
ed Mr.. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan Ky., visited Mr.
Cruce.
over the weekend.
Relatives and friends attended
Mrs. Eunice Lammom and Miss
Willie Mae Lammon of St. Louis, the funeral of Ernest Treas
in
Mo., and Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Fulton, Ky., Sunday afternoon.
Bondurant of near Union City,
Tenn., visited Mrs. Daisie Bondi.urant and Clarice Friday
afternoon.
Sunday guest of Mrs. E. C.
Moseley and family were:
Mr.
and Mrs. H. Mi Powell
and
ANN F. EVANS
family of near Fulton, Ky., and
Evans,
Services
for Ben F.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Garrison
of
prominent Fultonian and retired
Union City, Tenn.
raloo—
toe
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Farley and Illinois Central employe, who
night at the I. C.
children spent the holidays with died Friday
wo4"..'.
Orleans, were
his parents in Nashxille, Tenn., Hospital in New
at
and her parents in
Russellville, conducted Sunday afternoon
the First Christian Church here
Ky.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. with the pastor, Rev. L. R. Still
ib.„ de
FairR. C. Powell were: Mr. and Mrs. officiating. Burial was in
Flynn Powell of Memphis, Tenn., view cemetery under the direcFuneral
Whitnel
Here again for your enjoyment is the
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Powell tion of the
Home.
of near Fulton, Ky.
genuine old-style sour mash bourbon
Mr. Evans was born in McMrs. Mozelle Pierson is visiting
you've been waiting for.
Cracken county, but had lived in
her aunt, Mrs. Georgia Allen.
Misses Sue Ammons and Dor- Fulton and Water Valley, Miss.,
Cabin Still is mild in proof yet rich in
othy
Moselley
were Sunday most of his life. He was married
flavor because it is made by Mother
to Miss Corinne Pickering of Fulguests of Miss Bettie Brown.
Nature and mellowed by Father Time.
Mrs. Willie Scearce and Tom- ton on January 24, 1912. They
have one son, Dr. Ben P. Evans,
of the Ochsner Clinic in
New
We can supply you with
Orleans.
the
He had been in ill health for
the past year but two weeks ago
suffered a stroke and was taken
you need
to the I. C. Hospital in New Orfor your
leans last Thursday.
Mr. Evans began work for the
Washy',Refrlyeeter, Power Tools Illinois Central in 1901 as clerk
BEIMETT ELECTRIC to the Master Mechanic in Padu217 Mein
Phone 201 cah and transferred to Fulton about 1906 where he served
as
chief. time keeper, chief accountARE YOU EVER GOING
BUT MY
ant and chief clerk to the SuperWHAT'S THE
DRESSES
TO USE A CLEANER
intendent of the Tennessee DiMATTER,SUE ? OH,
vision. In September 1931 when
THAN FINISHES A
HAVEN'T
the Division was
abolished he
COME BACK JOB WHEN PROMISED,
WE
was transferred to Water Valley,
WERE
FROM
Miss., where he was Chief Clerk
GOING
THE
to the
Superintendent
of the
Mississippi
Division
CLEANERS;
until his
TO A
retirement four years ago.
PARTY;
At this time he and his
wife
NA$Hvg.tt, TENNESSSEE
olin mak•rs of
•
WASHINGTON OEM. WORK GARMENTS

moved back to Fulton and have
lived here since.
Mr. Evans, a quiet, unassuming
man loved the out-of-doors and
I as long as his health permitted
I
'did
lots of hunting and fishing.
He was a devoted husband and
father, and will be sadly missed
by his family and a large number of friends.
Besides his widow and son, he
leaves two grandchildren, Shirley
Ann and Robert Evans of
New
Orleans, two
brothers, Sam
Eyans of Paducah, Will Evans of
Little Rock, Ark., and a sister,
Mrs. Tom Gresham of Paducah,

Ave.

Your Old Reliable
Pre-War Favorite

BARDENHEIER'S
WINE CELLARS
Ill 111.73

Sr LOWS 6. MO.

GET YOUR

Friday, Dec. 1, 1950 — The Fulton News — Page
5
Nmen•A

METAL

• Custom made to your size.
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
wool corrode.
• For any home er business
installation; win d,o -.v•
doors, porches, etc.
• ANY COLOR desired..

For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

trtmsessomemorretreommou

Public Auction
BE

HELD

Thursday DECEMBER 7
Beginning at 10:00 A. M. at the

E. L. BIZWELL FARM
Eight miles west of Fulton, next to Liberty Baptist
Church, just south.
The following will be offered at public auction:

1—new Ferguson tractor equipseed attachment.
ped with plow, disc and cultiva8—Sows with pigs.
tor; been used only one season.
4/1—Ferguson tractor-corn planter 25—Head of Shoats
vith fertilizer and bean attach- 6—White-face stock cows, with
ment.
calves.
1—Oliver horse - drawn corn 1500—Bushels of corn
planter with fertilizer and bean 800—Bales of Jap clover and timattachment.
othy hay
1—Woods Bros. cornsnapper.
40—Bales of Oat Straw.
1—Garden tractor.
5—Brooder houses.
1—Wheat drill with fertilizer and 1—Lot of Shop Tools
Entire household and kitchen furniture, including electric wefrigerator, a nice new cabinet radio, living room furniture, bedrolls
furniture, and lots of other things too numerous to mention.
THE LADIES OF PTA Lindenwood school will serve lunch_ All
of this equipment is in good shape. Be sure to attend this sale_

E. L. BIZWELL, Owner

—at—
Church and Main Streets

Fulton.Ky.

Quality Printing, good service: Call 470

Bardenheier Wine
Happy's Liquor Store

AWNINGS

Charles W.Burrow, Auctioneer, Fulion, Ky.

OLD

CABIN
STILL

DEATHS

BRAND

Kentucky has had a TO.year

POPULATION GROWTH
TELEPHONE GROWTH

129

•

• it

,-

•

100% KENTUCKY
BOURBON •
91 PROOF

Gates V-Belts

&tot‘04.0.4.y.c.

YES,I'M CHANGING TO
OK LAUNDRY
AND CLEANERS

,eoureli PTICILS

OK LAUNDRY Ss CLZA.NIELIS
PHONE 130

NEXT TIME!

A Three Days'
Cough Is Your
Danger Signal
CreomuIsion relievespromptly because
At goes right to the seat of the troubt•
to help loosen and expel sperrn laden
phlegm and aid satthe to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
membranes. Guaranteed to please you
or money refunded. Croomulsion bits
stood the test of millions Of Men.

CREOMCheat
UL:SI
ORI
Colds, Aerie Ireecheeli
willares Coughs.

A good gauge of Kentucky progress
and prosperity, and of the size of the
telephone job that's been done, is a
comparison of population growth with telephone growth. While the number of people in
Kentuiky was increasing 4% in ten years,
accoraing to the census, the number of telephones jumped 129%.
A large part of this telephone growth Isse
taken place in just the last five years. During
that short time Southern Bell has built $45,470,000 of new telephone facilities in Kentucky...
increased the number of telephones by 71% ...
nearly doubled long distance circuits and more
than doubled rural telephones.
We've spent more to expand Kentucky telephone facilities in the last live years than we had
invested in the state five years ago. And we're
going right on doing our best to meet the continuing heavy demand for service in town and
on the farm.

Where Money to Expand and
Improve Service Comes From
it doesn't °nine from the money you
pay us for telephone service
. that
money goes to pay wages, taxes and
other operating costs. The money to
brad new facilities must come from
people with money to invest. That's
why the future of telephone service
depends on the C.ornpany's continued ability to pay for the use
of the money invested in Wephone facilities.

6 *votes Omar
Kentucky Manager
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND

•

TELEGRAPH COMPANY

al age 6
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baby girl born November 26 at
each other warm.
Pay."
seventy-five cents, then put your
The Fulton Hospital. She has been
F
Anyhow, we had an enormous
hand in the other pocket
Board of Supervisors. For this named Peggy Jean.
and
Thanks
giving
dinner
•
out of the
Bill Thall asked a man in the pulled out eight dollars
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Batts
of
reasim, there can be no late adand sev400-mile
round
trip, if nothing WLW studio audience: "If you
Crutchfield
announce the birth EMDEN
dition; to the regular roll.
enty-f
cents,
what would you
our
else . .. and the rest of the fam- put your hand
in one pocket and have?" Said the man: "Some
In order to avoid an
undue of a baby girl born November 26
J. Frank Barlow, former pub- ily got to enjoy the full week. '
pulled out three
dollar
s
and
rush in the months of January at the Fulton Hospital.
body else's pants."
lisher of the Dresden Enterprise,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Z.
(Fort
W.
y)
and
Februa
ry, Commissioner,
Elmer Murchtson, Fulton CounDuring the,course of his trek
of
Pigue announce the birth of a has again assumed position
editor, publisher and owner of the to entertain GI's in the Far East
ty Tax Commissioner, stated to- Murchison will take information son, William Hunter
Washi
,
in
ngbeginn
ing
at the earlier • date,
paper.
WLW-NBC's Bob Hope stopped
day that his office
will begin
ton, D. C.
a deal closed
taking information for the 1951 with the understanding that anylast week, off at Pearl Harbor.
Mr.
Pigue
holds
the
Rank
of
one
lists
who
proper
ty prior to
Barlow bought the
assessment on December 15, 1950.
paper from
"Where did you go last night?"
Major in the Army Reserve and
Fred and Roy Burroughs, who asked his guest
The new assessment law enacted January 1 and finds that he has will spend the next
star, Gloria Dethree
weeks
dispos
some
ed
of
of the property
had been owners since 1947.
by the 1949 General Assembly reHaven
.
in Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. He
Barlow also
quires that property owned on listed or has acquired property will be an instru
publis
hes
the
ctor in Special McKen
"I was going on a date with
zie (Tenn.) Banner, and
January 1, 1951, and each Janu- prior to January 1 will return Training Course
at Fort Meade, will divide
Mauna Loa," said Hope.
ary 1 thereafter be listed for ad January or February and correct Maryland in the
his
time
betwee
n
Spring.
"But Bob, Mauna Loa is a volDresden and McKenzie.
valorem taxes during the months his listing.
CAR WASH, including cleaning white-wall
Mr. Pigue is Branch Manager
cano."
of January and February of the The assessment must show for the Westinghouse
Corpor
"That'
as—Atha
tires
t
I'm
sore about,
property owned as of January 1, tion.
$1.50
same year.
Gloria. I gave Crosby 95 for her
SOCIETY
Commissioner Murchison point- 1951.
teleph
one
CHRI
numbe
STMA
r—he
MUSI
S
CAL
said she
ed out that the new law allows
Mrs. Rollie Miller, Mrs. Jewell TO BE TODAY AT
was the hottest thing in the isonly a short time after the assessMcClain, Mrs. Vernon McAlister, PRESBYTERIAN CHUR
AUTOMOBILE STORAGE
lands.
•
"
HEL
LO
WOR
LD
CH
$1 per night
ment period to prepare the tax
Mrs. Leland Jewell and Miss Sue
The Music Department of the
roils and submit them for appro$8.00 per month
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cruce of ewell spent Thursday in Padu- Fulton
WLW'
s
folk
Woman
artist
's
Louie
Club
Innis
will have
val by the Department of Reve- Union City, Route 3 are the parcah visiting Mrs Ernestine Mc- charge of a "Christmas Musica
*
*
*
nue and action by the County ents of a seven pound, nine ounce
l" tells of the storekeeper who had
Collum and Miss Irene Beaver. today, December 1 at 3 p. m.
been
trying
for
month
s
to
collect
at
the Cumberland
TRUCK STORAGE
Presbyterian an overdue bill but had no suc$1 per night
Church. The public is cordially cess. Finally, he sent a tear-jerk$10 per month
ing
letter, accompanied by a
invited to attend.
snapshot of his little daughter.
The program is as follows:
Scriptural reading — Mrs. J. C. Under the picture he wrote, "The
reason I must have my money."
Hancock.
Vocal Solo — "0 Holy Night"— He received a prompt reply with
picture of a
Mrs. John Cavender, Accp., Mrs. the
voluptuous
G. G. Bard; organ-piano duo— blonde in a daring bathing stilt
228 Fourth Street
Fulton
"In Festive -Mood"—Mrs. C. L and labeled, "The reason I can't
Maddox and Mrs. Ed Benedict,
Jr.
Vocal Solo — "Silent Night",
Mrs. Jack Carter, Amp., Mrs. C.
208 LAKE STREET
L. Maddox; organ solo — "Gesu
Bambino", Mrs. Beulah Burnette.
Vocal Duet—"Night of Nights",
Miiss Barbara Roberts, Mr. Vyron Mitchell, Accp., Mrs. G.
Help Sonta
G.
Bard.
Violin
Solo — "Meditation"
Mrs. David Sundwick, Accp., Mrs.
G. G. Bard.
get together a
Vocal Solo — "Jesus of NazaPack your Pantry with
p
reth". Mrs. J. N. Strong, Accp.,
/°'',.,
Mrs. C. L. Maddox.
"Mea
l A Minute" Foods
AL
-.
Double Trio—"Angels O'er The
'''' - ••••.."
and
Save at Kroger
Field", "Carol of the
of Toys and Gifts!
,
411*
Sheep
Bells", Mrs. Charles Gregory,
rip
Ever
yday
Low Prices
Mrs. Hendon Wright, Mrs. C.
R.
Bennett, Miss Andy DeMyer, Mrs.
Walter
Voelpel, Mrs. Hugh
Pigue, 4cc2., Mrs. L. C. Logan.
Organ-prino duo — "Meebtaton" (from Bach's First Prelude) Mrs. S. U. McKendree,
Mrs.
or
Walter Voelpel.
All STEEL!
Vocal Solo — "The Little Road
to Bethlehem", Mr. Smith
LARGE SIZE'
Stevenson, Accp., Mrs. G. G.
Bard.
Organ Solo — "Kamennoi OstSolid packed luncheon Meat,
row", Mrs. G. G. Bard

BARLOW BUYS
PAPER

ASSESSOR STARTS •
O 1951 ROLLS

Am
,

NEW PRICES

EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 1st:

FULTON HARDWARE
and FURNITURE CO.

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY

A e atemfshoo*Ors abirft

Is ready io

(e arffor/000,1 iiii45.08d
*
Ys

fine array

........'

,01.3.00P',...

SPECIAL!Home Tool Chest...
$34.95

40
,
",,

,

Apr,

4

TREET

SPAM

COASTER WAGON
$11.50

delicately spiced.

49(

ND»

Small size, $7.95

AIR RIFLES
$4.95

ROLLER SKATES
BALL BEARING
$275 to $395

LARGE

VELOCIPEDES
FOOTBALLS

Large Rubber Tires!

and

$10.95

BASKETBALLS

Small size. $3.95

$3.95

BICYCLES $2335 and VP

All Steel Rubber

FOR THE HOME

TUNA

2 No.

PEACHES

Ball Bearing Wheels!

Pyrexware
Percolators
Toasters
Waffle Irons
Roasters
Heating pads
Radios

MRS. FALL .
12-0z.
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB
Can
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr., was hostess
to the members of her bridge club
Tuesday afternoon at her home
on Vine Street,
Mrs. T. K. Russell, a visitor,
was included hi the two tables
of
members.
High score prize was awarded
to Mrs. Clanton
Meacham and
Mrs. Russell received a guest gift.
I
Cans
The hostess served a
party
Grated for salads and sandwiches
plate late in. the afternoon.
Members playing were: Mesdames Meacham, L. 0. -Bradford,
Iv
A No. 212
Abe Jolley, T. M. Franklin, G. G.
Cans
Bard, J. D. Davis
and J. C.IV
Scruggs.
Kroger—Sliced or Halves

Tired

Knee Hole Desks
End Tables
Coffee Tables
Floor Lamps
Table Lamps
Rugs '
Bath Sets

SCOOTERS
$1.50
to $4.95

Genuine Cavalier

Cedar Hope Chests

FIDELIS CLASS
MEETS MONDAY
WITH MRS. BARD
Mrs. WillatideBard was hostess
g
to the Fidelis Sunday
School tt
Class of the First Baptist Church
It
Monday night at her home with '
'Mrs. Russell Rudd co-hostess.
I
Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer opened
I
the meeting with Scripture readI
ing followed by pri,yer and the
;
business session.
Mrs. Robert Batts was in
charge of the social hour.
Late in the evening the hostesses served
delicious refresh- •/
ments to the following:
Mrs. Howard Shaw, Mrs. Joe g
Cochran, Mrs. Edgar Provin
e,
Mrs. Robert Batts, Mrs. J. U.
McKencigge, Mrs. Jack Speight, Mrs.
,1
s
Russell Rudd, Mrs. Hilda Baker.
,.
11
Mrs, Charity Green, Mrs. Charle
s
Walker, Mrs. Gilbert DeMye
r,
Mrs. James Warren, Mrs. Sterling Bennett, Mrs. Willard Bard,
Mrs. L. D. Ferrell, Miss
Mary
Moss Hales and Miss
Willette
Cooke.

FRUIT COCKTAIL

( an

APPLE JELLY

$1 LAYER CAKE

PEAS
School Day—ungraded

33
'

2'. 1 h.
Pkg.

37
'

N

I!

2 tans

49
'

!butes—Sliced or (rushed

zr:,,3„ 49' SPOTLIGHT

1.1_B.
Hag

Kroger Hot-Dated Coffee

$1.99

bag

WASHED SELECTED WHITE COBBLERS

GRAPEFRUIT 817811 49

LB.

49'

Large Selects
none 201 INIMItORCRl7111/RCPtilng

11D/

Pink

POTATOES 50

LH MESH
BAG

I'VaNlied lied Selected

Make h.
Delves.
filled in.

49'
45'

FRYERS
1950 FARM FREsil

(
45

Morrell's

OYSTERS

ORANGES

Dur
Mai

Fancy Florida Juicy

1

BENNETT ELECTRIC N

49
'

CAKE FLOUR

POTATOES 100

i SLAB BACON

for your workshop

EACH

Only

,

Gates V-Belts

8T

Pineapple I reme (4en Layer

Mott's-Made from Pure Fruit

PORK SAUSAGE

Sot us for

Can

Ermikoweil

"-".
10' PINEAPPLE
Jar

PORK ROAST

217 Main

It

3-LB.

an, Doi% n

APPLES

PRICES START AT 829.95

49c SNOWDRIFT

N Texas Juicy Seedless

Newsprints

RUTTER FOP LiCopp** 1919, 15. /Joie/ C41,

Prices
Nam

Del Monte

(Continued from page Onc)
V
M LB. MESH
,
parts, so we, being uneasy, grab- V
BAG
bed a train back Saturday . . .
and amen, that guy wasn't kidCrisp Spicy Red Jonathan
ding. The stoker had pumped all
the coal through and was purrLB.
ing along with an empty hopper
and the fire gone out, the house
was at a cozy 20-degrees, water
Wonderful for Christmas
Boston Butt—Practically Boneless
giving!
pipes had
frozen, our
coupe
woudn'
t
start
even on a new batThe CAVALIER chest is fine
furniture that adds tery, the chicken water was solid
charm and distinction to any
LB.
room ... as well as a ice and the dog and cat were
so
sne protective chest for all
clothing and precious cold that they
had called
a
truce and were
Swift's Premium
trying to keep
1-Lb. Rolls

Tennessee red cedar interiors ....
completely dust
sealed ... each chest with
lock ... free mothinsurance policy.

I VE

I.
85

KROGER QUALITY—FULL
DRAWN
Breasts, lb.
Legs and
Thighs, lb.
Necks, lb.
.
Wings. lb.
Racks, lb.

98c
85c
14:cc
32c

*SP:
rsrs-rsrsttsrsrsr,:r:rsrstVrarstunrrn=xtrsrs.ra711XDSI44

lb

55C

11S/0410711744111074111S1411311:Ita

?or him
Elgin. A
dependel

3ur
ind
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on Southern States

OPEN FORMULA

Super Laying
Mash!
GIVE a good layer the right nutrients in the right
amounts,
and she's bound to lay her best the year 'round
. That's just
what Super Laying"Mash dots for your laying
flock. Rich in
every egg-making ingredierd needed by the layer, Super
Laying Mash keeps them healthy and on the job.
it is rich
in protein (20%) and is fortified with the new Animal
Protein Factor Supplement. tsupplies vitamin A, vitami
n B-12
and vitamin D
so impatant to confined flocks in wintertime. And for strong bones and hard shelled eggs,
Super
Laying Mash provides all the necessmy minera
ls.
Your layers are sure to get a balanced, all-around
ration
with Super Laying Mash. Feed it to them regula
rly. It's
tops for commercial egg production.

Super Laying Mash
$4.65 Per Cwt.
EGG MAKER (20"- protein feed
for hens on pasture) $4.50

40"

SOUTHERN STATES
FUL
TON COOPERATIVE
lain St.
Fulton

ZAIM/
AS DEPENDABLE
AS

Prises'admit
/Wang Taus

ft

2.0

MRS. PICKERING
HONORED WITH
STORK SHOWER

Giant Pkg.

•
•

coined 2 new members, Mrs. Illubert Corum and Mrs. Aubrey

•
•

Bondurant.

Mrs. W. R. Brown was selected
as delegate to Farm and Home

$605°
NEIL...17 jewels.
14K natural goldfilled. I8K applied
gold numeral dial.

$7150

Week in Lexington in January.
A good report on play party was
given by the secretary.
The recreation leader lead the
group in singing and games were
enjoyed by all. Plans were made
for the Christmas party at
the
next; meetingito be held in tbe

at ELGIN

PHILCO
Prices Inilude
Feder&

Tax

JUDITH...
17jewels. I4K natural or white gold

ELECTRIC
RANGE
Huge Oven
folds 49 lb.
Vu'rkeY !'

Req. Size, bar.. _
Palmolive
Toilet Soap
BATH SIZE

Bar 12c
Spry
Shortening
3-1b. can
_.. 91c
1-Lb. Can
.....r..

Gerber's
Baby Food
Strained, 2 jars 21c
Chopped, jar 14c
Cereal pkg. 16c

3 bars

hirn-choow this skels 15-jewal
Elgin. A favorite with man for Its
dependability and devise 3375
$

the Jeweler's
is always
Something Special"

A&P

Giant Pkg.

57c

0.011,

0111ER RGINS from $29.75
4.1.• Include Federal Tax

Andrews
Jewelry Store
226 CHURCH STREET

Faster titan Fast
Surface Cooking
New superfast "Speedomaster" units
give greater

Bath Size

12c
SWAN
Toilet Soap
25c

Breeze
Soap Powder
Lg. pkg.
29c
SURF
Soap Powder
Lg. pkg.
_ 27c

pan contact.
EASIEST TO tilAti

* Conveni•nt Ape
pliancis Outlet
* Stainless rOrCe•
lain Estmios

EASY TERMS

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201

A&P BARTLETT

29c Fresh Picnics, lb.

35c

Pears, No. 2 can

33c Pork Roast, lb.

39c IA

RID END LOIN-7-RIB CUT

RFD, SOUR PITTED

RESH, LEAN

Cherries, 2 No. 2 cans

35c Ground Beef, lb.

59c LI
Round Shoulder, English or Blade Cut Chuck
Cranberry Sauce, No. 303 can 15c Beef Roast, lb.
69c it
IONA
ALL GOOD OR DAWN
Peas, 2 No. 303 cans
25c Sliced acon, lb.
53c
IONA
ANY SIZE CUT
Tomatoes, 2 No. 2 cans
27c Slab Bacon, lb.
45c )1
A&P
4 TO 8 LB. AVERAGE
Sauerkraut, No. 2 can
10c Smoked Picnics,lb.
39c
IONA
SUGAR CURED
Green Beans. 2 No. 2 cans
27c Smoked Jowls, lb.
29c
CAMPBELL'S
CELLO WRAP
Tomato Soup, 10' -oz. can
10c Bacon Square, lb.
o
Fresh Full Dressed
Chocolate Drops, 1-1b. box
29c
Fryers, lb.
ANN PAGE
'"-‘-: 5
35
9: antll
Full Dressed 16 Lbs. up.
Pork & Beans, 2- 21-oz. cans
a
27c Turkeys, lb.
49c
I
8 O'clock Coffee, 3-1b. bag
Fresh
Froze
n,
Mediu
m Size
2.19
PINTO or GREAT NORTHERN
Shrimp, lb.
69c 1
STANDARD PT. TIN OR BULK
Dried Beans, 2-1b. pkg.
28c
A
..1.'NNYFIELD PI.AIN
Oysters, pt.
69c it
Flour, 25-1b. bag
0IN
L39 INi=
.
0I11MIIIMI
.
INIIIIL a
Jane Parker
L

1.1111,

flint I

a

ii

141111=1.1111=11111.111
1
GOLDEN RIPE
•

12c

13c

Camay
Toilet Soap
Reg. Size

Bananas,lb.

( ALIFORNIA EMPEROR '

Grapes, 2-lbs.

AIME HONDURAS

Cocoanuts, 2 for
tonno
Potatoes, 10-1b. mesh bag
ROASTED IN SHELL

Peanuts, 1-1b. cello bag
I LB. CONTAINER
•
Mixed Nut Meats
BULK
En lish Walnuts, lb.

TIDE
Soap Powder
Lg. pkg
:
29c
Giant pkg.
79e
Ivory Soap
large Size

14c

I

a
FRUIT CAKE:
51 e 4.25 II AA
1 1 2-lb. 1.35

P

3-1b. 2.65

Marvel Bread, 20-oz. loaf
15c Glazed
Donuts, doz. in
OCO.A NUT GOLD 6,, SIZE: pkg.
29c Layer Cake, 61:-inch
size
29c

15c p
35c
59c

A&P's PRICE POLICY

49c
39c
1.39
45c

American Cheese Food
I Ft

3 bars 25c

Bar

Florida Gold Quick -Frozen
fr 6-"7.

ORANGE JU1L

Oven Thermostat
Automatic °veil
Signal Light

SHORT SIIANK

Apple Sauce,2 No. 2 cans

OCEAN SPRAY

LUX
Toilet Soap

1

\katit a ready-to-eat treat
at an ex-I-to-take price?
This tender, juicy cooked
ham is your meat!

RINSO
Soap Powder
Lg. pkg.
29c

Spic and Span
Cleaner
16-oz. box
24c
* 54j.t Surfac•
Switch.

Shank Portion, lb. 53c

25c

TERMS If DESIRED

For

COOKED HAMS

Reg. size

Erg. Pkg.

"Something from

"SI PER-RIGHT" RE AD1-TO-E AT

Lifebuoy
Tolet Soap

Lux Flakes
Lg. pkg.
29c

$6050

(Prises shown her,, guarun•
teed IF ethspriderg. Nor. 29th
through Turxdog. Der. 51h)

CUSTOMER RELATIONS
DEPARTMENT
AaP Food Stores
420 Uvingion Avenue, New York
17, N. Y.

33c

Bar

OLOA...17 jewels.
I4K natural or
white gold-filled.

\\ 11.115 more guarantees all advertised
in
'for a full week, even
though market
prices go up. So buy a week's supply
of f.;od
Jill household needs at AAP. I
It makes no
,ldference what day or days you do
so.) At
the end of the week, compare your
total food
I ill with What you might have
spent elseN% here. We think you'll agree
that you can
save more ... more easily ... by
doing all
spur marketing at A&P.

Are there any employees in
your Az&
that you have f
I particularly efficient
or courteous?
If so, we wish you'd let us
know.
We want to hear about the
employees
who do the best job,so we can
keep them
Ira mind for better jobs.
If there's somebody in
your A&P that
you consider an outstandin
g performer,
you will be doing him
and us a favor
if you write to:

9c

Bath Size

$7150

Mob, her gift thl. ultro %mart
Flo,
Dolma.. 17 ii•wrils 12K notufol gold
Mad tool,
biocide $6000

Customers
Corner;-- _

Lifebuoy
Toilet Soap

Case.

Week-End "Specials"!

. 66c .

3 bars

AMERICA'S FIRE 'AEC.

Just a Few One-Day or

71c

Reg. Size

Full-Size 40-in.

On Hundreds of Items
Every Day...Instead of

TOILET SOAP

V

P
P

Get Storewide Low Prices

Cashmere
Bouquet

home of Mrs. 0. Y. Howell on
December 19. All members
are
asked to bring a gift.

MILTON. .
19 jewels,'14K
natural goldfilled. 18K op.
plied gold nu.
sveral-dot dial.

Shop at A&P Where You

Super Suds
Soap Powder
Lg. pkg.
29c

ruffled ft

straight to tie back. The purpose
V
of curtains is of course decorative,
or for privacy, to soften light or
maybe to shut out an ugly view. ft
The length of curtains is very
important also: 1, to the sill; 2, to 0
apron or; 3, clear to the floor ft
it
covering all woodwork.
Mrs. Jarvis showed how to ft
mitre corners and how to make
ft
straight and
ruffled
curtains.
Draperies may be used if desir- ft
ed.
Reading chairman, Mrs. Clyde ft
ft
Corum, discussed the
library it
sponsored by the
Homemakers. 0
The club decided to join the Book I ft
of Month Club and then
exchange books with other clubs in •
order to get newer books in circulation.
•••
The Master Farmers banquet V
• . scheduled for December 1
V
if
•
been postponed due to
weather
• conditions.
V
V
• The meeting adjourned at
noon
hasft
at which time a delicious
pot
•
luck meal was served 21 mem- V
v
• ibers and 3 visitors. The club welV

41.410110:
(More Than 5,000,000 Families Have Found Oat)

VEL
Soap Powder
Lg. pkg. _____ . 29c

ft

ft
ft

The Family Food Bill?

4 bars 31c

Giant Pkg,

v
V

How Can I Lower

.

Reg. Size

TIJW012)
IF DESIRED

•

•

Palmolive
Toilet Soap

CRUTCHFIEI.D HOMEMAKERS
HAVE ALL-DAY MEETING
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28
A very interesting lesson
on
selecting and constructing curtains was given by leaders, Mrs.
Roy Jarvis and Mrs. Gerald Binford at the
meeting of
the
Crutchfield-. Homemakers which
met in the home of Mrs. C. A.
Bidford November 28.
The curtains should be of very

szaiAguaancoggagaactw

Red Cross
Macaroni or
Spaghetti
7-oz. pkg. .
9c

it
V
V

Mrs. Bernard
Pickering was
complimented with a pink and
blue shower November 15 at her
home on Route 2 given by
Mrs.
James McFerren and M41. James
V
Shields.
V
Contests and games were enjoyed and those winning prizes
were: Mrs. Cletus
Hawks and
Mrs. L. Alderdice.
Those present were: Mesdames
Robert Webb, . Cletus
Hawks,
Carl Milam, Raymond
Murray, V
R. H. Merrell, L. Alderdice, FroV
cie Pete, and the hostesses and
V
honoree.
V
Those unable to attend,
but V
sending gifts- were: Mrs. Frank •
Gibbs, Mrs. Marshall
Pickering
and \Mrs. John Hancock.

sheer material, maybe

Phone 399

7Ift
it

SOCIETY

.:r.::::::,.:f4.,...crunits.i.s.:s.:1--if.agngszAgni:ezuf.cus:gur‘

Beechnut
Baby Food
Chopped, iar .. _. 14c
Strained, 2 jars ._ 21c

CHED-O-BIT 2'F 73'
Cheddar Cheese, lb.
n()MEST1( S1.11( ED

59c

Swiss Cheese, lb.

65c

• Storewide low prices on hundreds of
items every day ...instead of 'just a
few "one-day"or"week-end specials."
• Advertised prices are guaranteed for
one week, even though market prices
go up.
We believe this policy nelps our
customers save more money.
• With the correct price marked on
every item, Otis an itemized cash
register slip ... you know what you
save at A&P.

AO MP STORES

P.
at

A

it
A
A
A
A

A

THE GREAT ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC TEA
A
COMPANY
Umnmmmmmmmmmmmxn,umniton I Mire Contents Copyrighted, 1950-The Great Atlantic
and Pacific Tea Compa
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FHA LOANS

Fat Cattle Sale
Breaks Record

WEST STATE LINE

-Ft•,Fetter6tla

—See—

Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Too Late For Last Week
Our Sunday School fell off at
the Mission Sunday .because of
the rain but there was a good attendance in the afternoon and at
the evening services.
There was a good crowd at
cottage prayer meeting at
the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Phillips on Middle Road Monday
night.
Mrs. Edgar
Grissom
visited
Mrs. Earl Baird Sunday
afternoon. Mrs. Baird wasn't able to
attend church Sunday.
Alvin Cruce spent Sunday in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Vance
Hicks and Edna Virginia.
Sherrell
Olive
was out of
school Monday because of an upset stomach.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom at:
tended prayer
meeting in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Covington Friday night of last week.
Willis Howard Hicks spent the
weeekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Vance Hicks and Edna
Virginia.
Most all the folks that have
been ill with colds are improving
at this writing.
Mrs. Dailey Wilson of Mayfield
spent the weekend with relatives
of this community and Clinton.

The Annual Louisville Fat Catby Jean Allen
T. H. "Torn" Cowden tle Sale was held last week and
this
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn new records were set at
event. Steiden Stores of LouisTURKEY FOLLOW-UP
the
ville, Kentucky, purchased
Grand Champion Carload of 4-H
Turkey on Saturday following
Club Angus Cattle fed in Gar- Thanksgiving is as traditional as
rard County for 51u2 cents per the feast itself.
pound with the animals averaging 991 pounds each. This is the
highest mice in history for a carFri. and Sat.
load of cattle at the
Bourbon
Stockyards.
Dec. 1-2
The Fischer Packing Company FOLLOWING TINU
THAT EXTRA POINT.
purchased the Grand Champion
animal owned by Kenneth Reed
If you have already enjoyed
cold slices of white meat in sandfor $8 per pound.
wiches it is now time for turkey
The Great A & P Tea Company
'
served hot. Serve turkey ala king
purchased the Reserve Grand over your favorite cornbread or
HiliON HAYDEN
Champion Carload of cattle fed over waffelized French toast.
by the Clark County Future FarWcdfelized French Toast
mers of America for 37 cents per '
pound with the animals averag- 2 eggs
% cup milk
Sam Mb
ing 968 pounds per head.
2 tablespoons butter
There were 1,180 of Kentucky's % teaspoon salt
CO-HIT
6
slices bread
finest beef
animals sold
and
Pre-heat wafhundreds of 4-H Club and F. F. A. IDUI MADAME pm WATFELIZED/ fle iron. Beat
boys and girls went home with
eggs,
add milk,
dollars jingling in their pockets.
salt and melted
butter. Beat thorWalla
oughly. Dip slices
A10818 ER
Fulton Route One
of bread into egg
Sue Clark
mixture. Place
Don't Forget
Too Late For Last Week
on waffle iron,
Mississippi Plantation Life:
bake
until golden
top
and
lower
"FUN NITE"
Wedding bells are ringing
on
The Writings Of
brown. Top with turkey ala king.
Fulton, Route 1 for Raymond
Yield: 6 servings.
Friday Night, 8:15
Mattie Dear
Clark, son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. G.
Here's a new twist using tur ,
Clark
and
Evonne
Weaver, key salad. Try it with boiled or I
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
I was bless to be at the Locus
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter baked ham and cheese on a bun.
Grove M. B. C. pastored by the
Dec. 3-4-i
Weaver of Water
Valley. The
Toasted Turkey Buns
Rev. G. H. Helem of Clarksdale,
couple were married
Saturday
8 round buns
Miss. Devotion opened by the ofmorning, November 18.
,V4cilereg 3lefhEr
3 cups diced turkey
ficers eight verses of the
The bride chose for her wed4th
1 cup celery
;MO) SYMMS!).
i chapter of Acts was read by the
ding a lovely blue suit with white
Jemec
Salt, pepper, paprika
WYK
le Dandy
1Rev. H. Butler. The pastor's text
accessories. She wore a beautiful
6 tablespoons mayonnaise
1
corsage of red gardenias.
Melted butter or margarine 1 Luke the 9th Chapter 66th Verse.
Subect, The End View. He sure
4
slices
boiled
ham
The
attendants
were
Verlean
Day
I
4 ounces cheese, grated
I preached a soul reviving sermon.
Weaver, sister of the bride and
Split buns. Use tops for turkey t‘i;if
Roy Wright.
Rev. Cayce Pentecost of Dres- buns and save bottoms for bread
crumbs. Combine
Ma6c1a;e'
Accurate
den officiated and the couple are turkey, celery,
now at home on a farm which the seasonings and
WORKMANSHIP
Nelson
mayonnaise.
At Low Cost
Top buttered
(
11(file
Watches. Clocks and Time
buns with onePieces of All Kinds Accuratehalf slice ham, •••M"\L:',1-,0-3
turkey salad and 1Y) SYS)4001•MoirMiC111 ly Repaired at Low Cost bycover with grat-- ANDREWS
ed cheese. Just before serving,
place under broiler until the
Jewelry Company
Wed. - Thurs.
For yourself,
cheese melts and lightly browned.
for your family,
servings.
4
Yield:
Dec. 6-7
for your friends
Faithfully
. . a picture
The STORY oF
JAMES...E-*'-nille
says more than
A GAL WHO TOOK NEW
Otto,
a thousand
YORK BY STORM t
INOUE WO fOuttRAGOA CIPKINKATI. OMNI
words.

TWO BIG HITS

Colorado,

L11E13°'1 1E11

We are having some cold weather
here now but the Lord bless me
to get through gathering before
the cold come and I thank Him
for it. I hardly know what to say
so many mean things going on.
But I will say it's a fine thing to
put your trust in Jesus. I am now
66 years old I have come too far
in Christ to turn back. Satan is
no friend to you I tries to serve
My Lord with all my heart and
strength. When Hun was living
I thought I couldn't live without
a husband. But the Lord fixed it
so you can live 'better for
the
Lord is a husband for me in every
walk of life so now is a fine time
to pray for Peace. Be of Good
Cheer.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"God the Only Cause and Creator" is the subject of the LessonSermon which will be read in all
Science
Christian
churches
throughout the world on Sunday,

December 3, 1950.
Text is: "Lord,
The Golden
thou art God, which hast made
heaven, and earth, and the sea,
and all that in them is." (Acts 4:24).

RUPTURE
Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Trues
Nu Belts- No Straps- No Odors
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Phones 70, 429
408 Lake St.

Phone 470 for Job Printing

FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
are always a part of our service.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

TELEPHONE

7

The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
Air-conditioned chapel.
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

Refreshment

is a Tod idea Coke makes any pause
the pause that refreshes
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Memory Lives
In Pictures

Wm.

Make an Appointment today

Gardner's Studio
MINN
MIS UMW
MINIM WIT SWAN

212 Commercial
PHONE 693

Fulton

GET YOUR SHAREl
OF FULTON'S
GENEROSITY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., Inc.
0 1930. The Coca-Cola Company

The'51 FORD steps ahead
for the years ahead...

ROCK SPRINGS
Nettie Lee Copelen
Bradley Copelen of Pryorsburg
spent a few days this week with
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore
Copelen
and family.
Beverly Ann
Elliott spent awhile Sunday
afternoon with
Brenda Veatch.
Mrs. Nettie Lee Copeleh and
Marie enoyed a turkey dinner at
Crutchfield
school Wednesday
given by the PTA.
Luther Veatch spent Wednesday afternoon with Bob Veatch
and family.

ASK YOUR
FULTON

-oar-

groom purchased from Claude
Brockwell on Fulton, Route 4.
Their many friends wish the
couple a long and happy marriage.
I A dinner was
given in their
honor by the groom's parents Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs.q—
umor Cruce and
son of Fulton NviScted Mr. and
Mrs. 0. G. Clark and
family
Saturday.

.fik fur 11 eitArr may ...kali
tr.Je-maris mean Ow same thing.
SOTTIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Oscar Finch ate Thanksgiving
dinner with his sister, Mrs. Edd
Byrd and Mr. Byrd.

MERCHANT
FOR THE
DETAIL$

5

TRADE IN FULTON: IT PAYS

I

Martha Kay Copelen spent Friday with Beverly Ann Elliott.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brown
are
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Verlie Byrd.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
son and Bobby Elliott visited Mr.
and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen Saturday night.
Phone 470 for Job Printing

MemmtYMIL

Sawyers Market
234 EAST FOURTH STREFT

'N\ PHONE

Look Ahead ... at your Ford Dealer's
today! Look at the '51 Ford!
Here's the car designed and built not just
for this year and next, but for the years
to come. To stay in style, to stay young in
performance, to stay thriftyl

It's the '51 Ford with 43 new "Look
Ahead" features—every one planned
and engineered for the years ahead.
You'll find such advances as the new
Automatic Ride Control that makes even
rough roads easy on you—easy on the
car itself! This unique new springing system
automatically adjusts spring reaction to
road conditions. Automatic Ride Control
includes Advanced "Hydra-Coil" Front
Springs and new Variable-Rate Rear

Spring Suspension. Both team with new
"Viscous Control" Shock Absorbers to give
you a relaxing ride, a level ride—no
jounce, no pitch, no roll!
Yes you'll ride in comfort In the new '51
Ford ... and you'll ride in style, tool
Inside and out, you'll find beauty in every
detail of styling, coachwork and finish
of this fine new Ford. And it is beauty that
lasts because the quality is there!

You can have your choice of two
great Ford economy engines: the worldfamous, 100-h.p. V-8 or its companion in

Yes Madam! A phone call
to "75" brings good food,
meats and groceries to your
door ... in all kinds of weather. Try us today; our goal is
to please you.

And in the new '51 Ford you are offered

a choice of three advanced transmissions
—the Conventional Drive, the Overdrive,•
and Fordomatic Drive,• the newest and
finest of all automatic transmissions. Visit
your Ford Dealer today to see and
"Test Drive" this finest ford ever built,
SOPtionoi a •sore teat.

You can pay more but you cant buy better

Prompt service!

Come in and "Test Drive" it Today

'144241110

quality and quiet, the 95-h.p. Six. Both
of these engines offer the Automatic Mileage Maker that matches timing to fuel
charges so that every drop of gasoline is
used—none wasted.

'NFORD

J. V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
MAYF1ELD HIGHWAY
A7•

I TON

P'iON1, 42
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HERE'S EXPLANATION OF NEW
ALLOWANCE FOR GI FAMILIES

This explains the , allowances
the government will start giving
dependents of servicemen under
the new law signed by President
Truman yesterday.
These new.allowances are different from the family "allotments" which the
government
gave servicemen's dependents in
World War II. These new allowances will be.
1. For all enlisted men — All
men below the rank of commissioned officer.
(This new law
changes ,nothing for
officers.
They have been getting, and will
get, allowances for food
and
quarters, but not dependency allowances.
Their pay is higher
than enlisted men's.)
2. Only for these three kinds
of dependents: Wife, children and
parents, if the parents were dependent on the serviceman
for
more than half their
support.
(Brothers and sisters, even

•

1 Friday, Dec. 1, 1950 — The Fulton
News — Page 9 ,

BASKETEERS TO PLAY BEFORE
SELL-OUT AUDIENCE AT HOME GAMES

though they were dependent on
him, will get nothing. They did
in World War II.)
This is how the new law will
work, using the Army as an example although the Navy or Air
Force
could be substituted in
each case:

Kentuckians are going to see a
lot more of Coach Adolph Rupp's
University of Kentucky basketeers this winter.

ida, Lexington; Dec. 16, Kansas
University, Lexington; Dec. 23,,
St. John's, New York City; Dec
29-30 Sugar Bowl Tourney, KenAthletic Director B. A. Shively tucky, Bradley, Syracuse and St.
said a near-sellout is anticipated i Loins U., New Orleans; Jan. 5,
for the approximately 5,500 sea- Auburn, Lexington; Jan. 8, Deson books allotted the
general Paul, Lexington; Jan. 13, Alapublic, which would •assure an bama, Lexington; Jan. 15, Notre
almost capacity crowd of 12,000 Dame, Lexington; Jan. 20, Tennstudents and general public at essee, Knoxville; Jan. 22, Georgia
each of the Wildcats' 13 heme Tech, Atlanta; Jan. 27, Vandercontests in new Memorial Coli- bilt, Nashville; Jan. 29, Tulane,
seum. The deadline for submitt- New Orleans; Jan. 31, Louisiana
Baton 'Rouge, Feb. 2,
ing mail orders for season books State,
Mississippi State, Starksville;
is Noy. 19.
Feb. 3, Mississippi U., Memphis;
The complete 1950-51 schedule Feb. 9, Georgia Tech, Lexing
ton;
of the U. K. cagers is as follows: Feb. 13, Xavier, Lexing
ton; Feb.
17, Tennessee, Lexington; Feb.
Dec. 1, West Texas State, Lex19, DePaul, Chicago; Feb. 23,
ington; Dec. 9, Purdue (Coliseum
Georgia, Lexington; Feb. 24, VanDedication), Lexington; Dec. 12,
Xavier, Cincinnati Dec. 14, Flor- derbilt, Lexington; March 1-2-3
SEC Tournament, Louisville.

The government will give so
much for one dependent,
so
much for two, and so much for
three or more. No matter how
many dependents a man has above three, the government allows for no more than three. In
no case does no make any difference whether the dependent is
a wife, child or parent.
But in every case the serviceman
himself—in order to get
government allowances for his
dependents — must add a fixed
sum from his own pay to whatever the government gives.
For example: Jones, a private,
has one dependent. In his case

Pontiac's 1951 Silver Anniversary models bring
twenty-eight fresh styling innovations
and seventeen mechanical improvements to
the line. The new Pontiacs, now on display,
again are available with six or eight
cylinder engines. All models offer a
choice of
Hydra-Matic or synchro-mesh transmission.
The popular Chieftain four -door sedan
pictured exemplifies the advanced styling
of the Pontiac Line.

PERSONALS

-Fulton Route Four

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cravens
Joyce Cruce
and son, Roy Thomas, of Gleason
the government gives the depen- man,
master sergeant — man's out in World
spent
the
weeken
Mr.
and
d
in
Mrs.
Fulton
War II.
dent $45. Jones must give he share,
Junior Cruce
$80; government's share;
At that time if a man had a visiting Mr. and Mrs. George spent Sunday
same dependent $40 from his pay for one
night with her
depend
ent,
$67•50;
Bowen
.
and
for
parents
Mr.
wife
,
and
and
Mr.
set
Mrs.
and Mrs. 0. G
aside $22 of his pay,
In this case the dependent gets a two, still
Bob
only $67.50; for three or the government
Clark.
total of $85.
added $28, giv- Harris and son, Max.
more, $85.
ing
her
a
total
Here's how it will work:
of $50. If he had
Mrs. Lewis Holley is in the hcsSo no matter
Phone 93. For
Billy Mott Jones has returned pital with pneumonia. ,
the three lowest •enlisted dents an enlistehow many depen- children, the government addid serviceman has, tionally gave the first
to
Hardin
grades — recruit, private, pri- the
g College at Searcy, • Mr. and Mrs. Earl
child $30 a
most the government will al- month,
W.•Hutchiand each additional child Ark., after spending Thanks- son and son,
vate-first-class — the man's share
low under the new law is $85 a $20.
Jerry, and
Mrs.
giving with his parents, Mr. and Jess Cruee spent
is a flat $40. For one dependent
month.
Sunday
with
Mrs. B. B. Jones.
the government adds $45, for two,
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Cloys and Mary
So
an
enliste
if
d
man
in
World
If you're wondering about the
$67.50, and for
three or more,
Ruth.
amount of the serviceman's pay— War II had a wife and five chil$85.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Matthews, Mr. dnd Mrs. W.
out of which they must set aside dren 'the government's allotment
B. Tanner of
to them was $138. Now the most Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Matthews Hornbeak, spent Sunday
For the next grade, corporal— some of
with
their own money
for the government
and son spent the Thanksgiving Mr. and Mrs.
the man'a share, $60. The govern- their
can
give
any
Robert
dependents — there it is,
Myers
family, no matter how large, is holidays with Mr. and Mrs. C. C. and daughter, Ruth Ann.
ment's share: for one dependent, using
minimum figures in each
Bright of Memphis.
$67.50, for two, still only $67.50; case
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce
since the longer the man is $85.
and
for three or more, $85.
son, Ronnie visited with Mr. and
If this kind of limit works a
in the service, the more his pay:
Mrs.
Bill
hardsh
Wilson
Raymo
ip
on
left
nd
the
Sunday
family
mornClark Sunday
Recruit — $80; private — $82;
of some
•For the next grade, sergeant—
ing for Atlanta, Ga., to restime his afternoon.
man's share, $60. Government's private first class — $95; corpor- serviceman the secretary of his
studies
particu
at
Georgi
lar
branch
a
Tech
of
the
al
after
servic
— $117; sergeant — $139; sere—
share; for one dependent, $67.50;
say the secretary of the Army— spending Thanksgiving with his
for two
dependents. still only geant first class — $169; master can under
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Wilthe
new
law
sergea
release
nt —$198.
a67.50; for three or more, $85.
son.
him from the service.
For the next grade, sergeant
This
This new law starts as of Aug.
first class — man's share, $80; viceme is higher pay than the sern got in the World War II, E So dependents will get payMiss Catherine Covington
government's share; for one de- But the
of
following will show the ments dating back to then.
Memphis is visiting her brother,
pendent, $67.50; for two, still on- differe
MS-1664
nce
betwee
n
John
depend
ency
Coving
ton
and
family on
ly $67.50; for three or more, $85.
allowance under the new law and
Second
Street.
Cayce School News
For the top
grade enlisted how family
allotments worked
Friday - Saturday
Reporter Eleanor King
Miss Irene Beaver of Paducah
The Cayce F. H. A. was very spent
the weekend in Fulton BIG FAMILY TREAT
active during National
F. H. A. visiting friends.
Week.
Sunday we started the
homier then evert
''.:
week off right by going to church
I'
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stephens
at Old Union, the church of
our of Chicago spent Thanks
giving
president.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Monday night we had our re- A. Stephens, Mayfield Highway.
le rade
gular monthly meeting and Emrer""natX4
bllematic service with the South
•PRINT SINGLETON • ARTHUR LAS/ • LARRY SINUS
Fulton F. H. A. as our
guests.
•En. Awl - Aki Awe ir4 Dom Soy •F
FN.* F•I Ho
Tuesday the girls wore red and
li ad.• hobo,WOO.Fdd•as CerreleS be Cderere Oende
white and their bracelet and pins.
Thursday we selected our No
—PLUS—
Loafing campaign winners. This
contest went on through National F. H. A. Week. The winners
—with rim matching
were Linda Hicks, first prize and
ist So°
gun. against T. N.T.II
Sue Ammons, second prize.
Friday night the girls enter- Value throughout— and easy to own—
•
liberal trade-in, easy tyme. See it now.
in
tained the boys with a
weiner 3 models
$124.95
—
$179.95.
—
roast and party. We all enoyed
Wheat
National F. H. A. Week very BENNETT ELECTRIC
Ladino.Clover
Red Top
much.
217 Main
Fulton
Red Clover

For Fine Liquors

426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky.

,oRpHE.u.m

WE WANT TO BUY
• YOUR WHITE CORN
• YOUR YELLOW CORN
• YOUR BEANS

- 81011

BARRIER OF BULLETS

toe
00:20,

Orchard Grass
Rye Grass
Vigo and other Wheat

with
LYNNE ROBERTS
REGIS TOOMEY
ROBERT SHAYNE
11111 MOAN MARTIN

Let Us
,
. What's the hurry?

C

Don't want to miss
the NEW 1951 Chevrolet!

CLEAN YOUR SEED!

with 75,000 BTU output!

—ADDED—
"HOW TO RIDE A HORSE"
—SERIAL—

— WE CLEAN ALL KINDS
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
___
10.egg
;% Yr

WE SELL SURGE MILKERS

PON NEN

v

Authorized

dealers for

HANNA'S PAINTS

Full18"DualCha
bar

Coming

every drcfp
See 1:7 for your farm and
home :ireds. Good stocks

oilP

saves up to heater,
25% on
fuelhills'
at slight (Optional
extra cost.)

Itl

SATURDAY

sf

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can ,weeten it

with

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 Lake Street

Phone 38

Fulton

Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

611{
.....11°

0

,I ,:;:LOOM BALL I c,..:-...,„..,,
.0EON ALBERT `.:::-*---;
----Meow er trami TY& Deeded In 110U) WON

Wed. - Thurs.

Big Radiant
Doors!

SHE CHOSE
DEATH....

.

RATNER Tlall
SUBMIT I9
118 SAME
COUNDS IN
theRtITIUSS
WADERS

nut Finish!

Ask ,e,•

molasses.

Pont/Model 815.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

a
,
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All Kinds of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
—including—
SEMI-SOLID "E" Emulsion for chickens.
KAFF-A for starting and growing calves.
SEMI-SOLID EMULSION for grcs,,ing and finishing pigs.

LINE.

FUleirSisr..'
more heat
(ego::

sit

Re

Produced be
0,rected by
HERMAN SCHLOM • 11W LANDERS
wow. AS NORMAN NOUSTON

—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.
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only $2100 down, as little as $1.91 a week!
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Bennett EIectrici
217 Main Street
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AN LOCUSTS RAVAGING A PEACEFUL PEOPLE...

324 Walnui Street
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PUBLIC HEALTH I
TOPICS
If we want happy as well as
healthy communities, it is necessary that the people of our state
principles of' mental
learn the
hygiene. Not only learn them, but
practice the mm their dealings
with families, friends and associates.
The final responsibility for
carrying out local mental health
programs rests
with
parents,
teachers and community leaders.
However, counsel and assistance

Maim Street

BILL
OF
HARRIS FORK

in carrying forward constructive
community programs are available from members of the Mental
Health Division, Kentucky State
Department of Health.
Extensive research has clearly
shown that the formative years
of a child's life largely determine
the pattern of that life. Therefore,
community
clinics and classroom
7
discussions in our school assume
a leading role in this all important program of public health.
In our state as in the nation,
unsettled times, crowded housing
conditions, and the high cost of
have only aggravated a problem which is much more serious than many of us care to realize.
Statistics show that more

Most Complete Stock

AT HOME HES A DISH- JOCKE.Y
WITH A BUiLT- IN CRINGE • • •

In Wes
-t-tentucky

COLORFUL POTTERY
CHINA SETS - - LAMPS

'BUT ARM HIM
WITH AN AUTO

AND

WATCH THe. WORM TURN!

BARGAIN PRICES

fronlors Sale, Sorince

COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATION
"Standard Oil Products"
East State Line

Fulton

Your Friends Trade Here
"West Kentucky's Most Modern"

HAPPY'S
LIQUOR STORE
We carry a Large and Complete Line of:
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
IMPORTS — SCOTCHES
WALLACE ASHBY

HAPPY HOGAN

WRAI WARD

Located on Church Street
Across From Andrews Jewelry Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY

SAFE, STEADY, CLEAN HEAT
with
a KM-ID-HEAT Circulator
Beautifully Designed to Give You the
MOST HEAT at'Greater SAVINGS!
Check These Comfort-Giving Money-Saving Advantages For Yourself.
I. Beautiful Enamel Finish
Easy to Keep Sparklingly
Clean.
2. Fast, Controllable Heat,
Holds Fire Overnight.
3. Large Combustion Chamber Burns Gases — Produces More Heat from
Dvery Lump of Coal.
4. Specially Designed Interchangeable,
All
Fire
Brick Lining.
5. Manifold Distributes Air
at Top of' Brick Line Giving Maximum Combustion.
6 Built-in-Coal Chute and
Smoke Screen
Makes
Firing Easier and Reduces Smoke to a Minimum
7. Front Swing-Type Feed
Door
Provides
Easy
Fueling.

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Will hold your store
until you are ready for it.

than one-half of the 14,122 hospital beds in the state are occupied by mental patients. This figure, alarming as it is, does not
include patients in federal hospials located in Kentucky. Nor does
it include the many mentally disordered persons who are receiving home care.
Proper treatment and care of
the mentally ill is, of course, essential. However, the goal of the
Mental Health Division is the prevention of such illness.
Few people realize thta more
people suffer from some form of
Mental illness than from cancer,
infantile paralysis and..tuberculosis combined.

AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Frields
Mr. and Mrs.
Burnett Lintz
visited Mr. and Mrs. Billie McColhim in Fulton this past Saturday.
Rev. Alton Perry filled
his
regular
appointment at Salem
church this past Sunday. Many
attended the services despite the
extreme cold weather. There was
a fine
attendance at
Sunday
School also.
Mr. and Mrs. Carrot Glass and
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Glass and
children
Mayfield
of
spent
Thanksgiving with their mother,
Mrs. D. A. McClure.
Mrs. Joe Copaiand fell at har
home an suffered a broken hip.
She was carried to
Martin for
x-rays and later transferred
to
Memphis. Every good wish is extended to the aged lady for soon
restoration.
W. I. Frields remains about the
same at his home.
Little Leslie Lassiter is suffering from a cold and sore throat.
Mrs. Earl Mitchell and children. Don and Judy of Paducah
and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
and
George Ed of Dresden spent the
Thanksgiving holidays with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
Mrs. Raymond Cherry is
re-

Fulton

covering from a
rather severe
case of tonsilitis. She was a bed
victim several days under treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Doyle
of
Union City are vacationing and
visiting parents, Mr. and Mrs. B.
L Doren near here.
Mr. and Mrs. Haron Copeland
and children of Indiana spent
Thanksgiving with
parents and
attending
bedside of
Haron's
mother, Mrs. Joe Copeland.

The Pot of Gold, they used to
tell me, was at the
end of the
Rainbow but now, the merchants
tell the public, is in Fulton. That
must be one of Louie Kasnow's
fantastic ideas.'He may have one
but he knows how to keep a secret as well as the gold.
Some of those Fulton nimrods
better come over here and mop
up a flock of Bob Cats that are
chasing our quail towards, J. C.
Hancock's farm.-There are plenty
of rabbits that they could feed on
but they like the quail
better.
Bob Cat hides make a very pretty
throw rug for in front of your
bed or most any other place. Bob
Cats make a good hunting with a
30-30 rifle.
Bill Browning better take up
hitnting because, to hear him tell
it, he has Kentucky Lake about
clear of Crappie. Maybe. Well
us real fishermen will not forget
that crack
when he runs
for
State Representative.
One guy
proposes that we get a handful
of fish scales and slip them down
his back under his shirt. I proposed that we forgive him on account of his youth and innocense,
and the way he worked at the
Square Dance. After
watching
him for awhile I just didn't have
the nerve to ask for my money.
back.
,The wife of one of our younger
business men was all ready to
go out for the evening when she
asked her young heir who was
playing with his toys, what he
wanted to do- play with his toys,
go to bed or play games
with
the nurse girl. "Well what would
papa want to do"? What a question.
The street lights on Lake Street
make one think of Denver Colorado streets and Denver is
the
Queen City of the United States.
—Bill of Harris Fork.

visited Mrs. Calvin Orr.
The Welfare
Workers
Club
served hot coffee at the
Moore
and Bondurant sale last Friday
even if it was the coldest time we
have -any record of in this time of
year.
We take this
means of
Mrs. Harry Watts has been on thanking Mrs. Moore for being so
nice to the Welfare Workers lathe sick list for the past week.
Mrs. Lola Nanney is not so well dies. We are sorry to give her up
and will welcome her back any
at this time.
time she can come.
Bert Nanney visited his mother, Mrs. Sallie Nanney, last week. -.Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Potts
had as their guests Friday night:
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Muzzall, Erwin Beamon and boys of DeMrs. Curt Muzzall drove over to troit and Mrs. Beamon's
mother
Paducah Monday and while there from Murray, Ky.

LAYAWAY

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Wilkerson and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gardner spent the wekend with their
parents.
Tuesday night guests of
Mr.
and Mrs. 0. G. Clark were: Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Clark.
Harril Wayne Cook is on the
sick list.

Nan,
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She ht
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AS ADVERTISED IN LIFE

Mrs. Roy Watts

Mrs. Joe
Copeland has very
Walter Ridgeway is on the sick
successfully undergone an opera- list and was taken to the hospital
tion on her hip. The bone is set a few days ago.
and reports are that she is doWill McDade is very much iming nicely.
proved at this writing.
Mrs. Ora Coffman was found
FULTON ROUTE I very sick last Sunday morning
when the lady, Mrs. Heath, that
Sue Clark
was living in the other side of the
Thursday
guests of Mr. and house went to say hello to Mrs.
Mrs. 0. G. Clark were: Mr. and Coffman as she did every mornMrs. Joe Elder and children and ing and found Mrs. Coffman too
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Clark.
sick to talk. Mrs. Heath went for
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. help and before she left the front
0. G. Clark were: Mr. and Mrs. yard she discovered Mrs. CoffJunior Cruce, and Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Clark.

Wine...1norele•see
distress without
dosing, rub on... V VAPORUB

Dip
Sire our wide selection of handsome'
Lane Cedar Chests A style and finish to'
blend with any type of furniture. All Lane'
Cedar Chests offer complete moth protection, backed by Moth Protection Guaranies, VISIT OUR STORE TODAY —aadj
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_
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GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street
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Plan Your Christmas Far Ahead

Join the 1951 Fulton Bank
. . . the letters start. Then
many readers of THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
tell the Editor bow much they
enjoy this daily worldwide
newspaper, with such comments as:4)
"The Monitor is the most
carefully edired newspaper in the U. S.
"Valuable aid in teach-

Christmas Club
NOW!
Why upset your regular budget at
Christmas time?
Regular savings
through our Christmas Club can bring
you money you need for all Yuletide
purposes. Whether it be a few cents a
week, or a few dollars, it provides the
funds that will assure you a more JoyMIS Holiday.

IniNfetc•s • that is complete
and fair
"The Monitor surely is n
reader's necessity . .
You, too, will find the Monitor
informative, with
complete
world news . .. and as necessary as your HOME TOWN
paper.
Use this coupon for a Special
Introductory subscription — 3
MONTHS FOR

Pay Weekly Receive Early in
For 50 Weeks December, 1951

'
•Irs
43‘1811Wia
The Clt•I•11•• Selma Monitor
0••• N•r•••• St. Bootee II. M... II S.
A.
Ple••• ••••1 ••• •• Intr•Jurfory
t• The Cht.101.• &low.
Mesita,
76 news. I amel•••

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

I man's son, Elwyn, coming over.
lAn ambulance was
called and
Mrs. Coffman was carried over
to Elwyn's. Later in the evening
I she showed no sign of improvement and was taken to Haws Hospital in a serious condition. _

by Ralph Stein

$ .50
$ 1.00
$ 2.00
$ 5.00
$10.00
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(ame)

$
$
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$
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25.00
50.00
100.00
250.00
500.00
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Start a 1951 Christmas Club
as a Gift... to your children',
to others of your family . . .
to your friends. Always a
welcome gift!

mc
tra
Inc
TO9

TI
tru
tru
100
fru

• Systematic Saving is a splendid habit
for them to develop!

FULTON BANK
Fulton, Kentucky
"Safety — Service — Satisfaction"
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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School News

Billy is a member of the "F"
Club, Industrial Arts Club and Friday, Dec. 1, 1950 —
I Junior
Conservation Club and be- Fulton News — Page 11
longs

to the Methodist Church.
He plans to attend college but the Junior
Carnival?
Was lt
with Nancy
around we
have "Baby" Clifton?
SENIOR NEWS
She has an older brother, Bill, doubts about him, too.
GO it seems that GW is taking
Nancy Wilson is a very pretty who is in college
BB away from you. Is that true?
SENIOR NEWS
.
little "Miss" who stands five feet
PH who is your flame these
She is a Senior
Daniel
Mason
cheerleader,
Collins is 18
days?
and three inches off the floor. president of FHA and president years old and his birthday
is
BC has been seen with BC lateShe has pretty,
dark hear and of the Junior Music Club and she Noyember 4. He lives with
his ly.
Could there be anything to
belongsto the
mother and father on
brown eyes, an olive comple
Fairview
xion.
this?
Avenu
e.
Miss
Wilson
Nancy was
's
main interest is.
born to Mr. and
PA has finally settled down to
Dan, as everyone calls him, has
Mrs. Homer Wilson on Novem naturally Mr. Billy Browning.
one boy. Is it JT?
played
footba
ll
four
ber 21, 1933 in Fulton and
years
She tells us she is going to colhas
CSW why do you
basketball for two
keep who
lived here all her life. She
years
and
lives lege but sometimes we doubt it. baseball two years.
you like a secret?
with her parents at 511
He has alSecond
CJ
did
you
have a good time
ways
attended
Street.
Fulton
City I
Have you met William Thomas
Schools and -he is a three-letter! Saturday night with PA? (I beBrowning, III?- No doubt you
lieve
you
did.)
man.
have but you know him better as
Dan is well liked by everyone. GLW who is it you like now?
Billy. He is six feet and one inch
is it still that sweet GerDr. H.W.Connaughton tall, has blonde hair and gray He is a friendly and likeable aldJAH
that you met at 4-H camp or
young man. He is six feet, two
eyes and, we might add, is a very
inches tall, blonde hair and blue BO?
Veterinary Service
handsome young man.
eyes.
Billy is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
FRESHMAN NEWS
He is a member of "F" Club,
Phone 807-R
W. T. Browning. Jr. lie was born
Junior Conservation Club,
BC why do you always want to
Into
them
on October 14, 1933 and dustria
or Call 70
l Arts Club and the First go by the Bulldog? Is it because
Ithey now
live at 416 Eddings Baptist Church
you might see DK there?
.
Graduate Veterinarian
Street. He has one younger sisDan has started taking trips on
JA you and BJK always
go
ter,
Judy.
Located on Martin -Fulton
the trains so he will know the out although the car is in the garHe has played
footbal
l
four
route
age
when
don't
Highway.
he starts working for
you, Jane?
years, basketball three years and
the Illinois Central Railroad in
FB who is your one and only?
baseball three years. He is a three
the summer. He plans to attend There have been so many I can't
letter man.
college next year but he doesn't keep up with them. First, it was
know where.
JA then RB then LP. Who is it
The entire Senior Class wishes now, RL?
Dan good luck in everything he
PA someone is always looking
for you between second and third
attempts to do in the future.
hours. Could it be JT?
We want to
JUNIOR NEWS
welcome a new
PM and BC seem to be
Watson
the student, Shirley
of
Clevel
happiest couple in this
and,
Ohio.
We hope you
school.
408 EDDINGS STREET
like it here Shirley.
Keep it up, you two.
DMS I think it would be nice
SM who is that cute boy from
S. F. you are going with? Could if you started speaking to
For Ambulance Service Day or Nigh
SA
t
once in awhile, don't you?
it be BO?
KC and DW are still going
SS is it still BW? Good luck.
GY is it JH or JB?
because
We can't steady but that's new
they have been
tell.
going together
Contract Funeral Home for and Membe
MD who's ring are you wear- for a year.
r of
JW who is your one and only?
ing? Do we know him?
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial
Association, Inc:
GL and CS are back together
NB and TS are
still
going
I again. Wonder what happened
strong.
to
BM are you still in love with I MSH?
CSB what were you so mad athe Navy or just a boy in it?
DLP is it that cute Senior girl bout last Tuesday? Was it beccause RB accused you of puttin
you are still being true to?
g
SV they say you have a crush lipstick on her coat?
PH does your flame live
on that cute
Sophomore
in
girl.
Covington or in Fulton?
Could it be TM'
BSG I heard that RL asked you
EK who is that girl you have
been going with?
You do have for a date. Is that true?
one don't you?
SOPHOMORE NEWS
PC and HS are
still
going
strong. We hope it stays that way.
We would like to thank Shirley
DPB when did you meet that Rashib and Joe Pigue on
their
cute boy from Jackson?
fine performance of representing
SAL have you finally started our class at die Junior
Carnival
being true to SY? Its about time Friday night, Nov. 10.
Also Miss
don't you think?
Oh, say you Nancy Stovall, who is now, Miss
don't think so, Tommy?
Fulton High of 1950-51. CongratuAL is that Senior boy still after lations, Nancy. Other candid
ates
you? Why don't you break down were: Vivian Matlock. who
came
and go with him?
in third, and Virginia Forres
Depot Street
t.
"Buck Bushart"
Fulton
Say, NS what does BNJ think
FRESHMAN NEWS
of you now? Bet he is
proud,
Yee•••••=••••
GSB vho were you with after huh?
Say MY and ES where do we
•
see you-all every Tuesday
and
• Thursday nights
? Could it be at
all
the
Fulgham
basketball
games, girls?
MY has a new heart throb.
Is
his initials Charles Ray
Clark?
Good luck, Martha.
ES how dose James Ross
Shupe
fit into the picture?
PM and BL seem to be getiing
along fine these days. Keep
up
the good work, Pat.
N E W faster service
JP and LI are still doing ok
for themselves.
anywhere in U. S.
FG who is you boyfriend?
Exclusive rapid rood rorvire kw
VM is JV still the only one?
GMC ornery—toll Winter. Union
Opwrolor 23 for nom. of mo'.,
MSH come on and give us a
GArk approved seryk•
hint. Do you carry a torch
for
BRP?
Say DG where is that deer? Or
did we see you go with a dear?
JS how is Union City
these
days/
Well, well, well looks like old
snoopy has run out of news but
I'll be back next week with the
latest gossip.

•AMA,

Yes! We Are Participating In The Fult

on Merchants' Trade Promotion

CHRISTMAS IS
Only 4 Weeks Away
Now Is The Time To

AY - AWAY

Your choice for Gifts. A small down paym
store. Pay a little each week. It's the Easy ent will hold any item in our
Way To Gift--Giving.

SELECT NOW! LOOK OVER THESE GIFT IDEAS!
FOR HER:
Electric Percolators
Automatic Pop-Up Toaster*
Combination Toaster and Waffle Makers.

WHITNEL

Electric Clocks
Mantle, etc.

FUNERAL HOME

Phone

LIFE

Boudoir Lamps
Table Lamps
Pressure Cookers
Single or Double-Burner Hotplates.
Automatic Irons
Dormyer or
Mixers

FOR HIM:

WHISKEY

Remington "Foursome" Electric Shavers

GIN

Gem Micromatic Razors
Gillette "Super-Speed"
piece Razor

LY
Iton

11170,17M1

Offfirorirsllem

BRAUNSCHWEIGER
APPETIZERS

these uncertain days it's wise to
buy a rugged truck that can roll
with the punches for years to come.
Big fleet operators who keep careful
check on all makes of trucks tell us that
GMC's are consistent standouts for
long life with minimum maintenance.
That goes for all GMC's from /
1
2-ton
models up. Many GMC Diesel trucktractors are still highballing loads with
more than a million miles of over-theroad service behind them.
IN

higher sustained torque—more pull—
an engine that delivers fulltower without
eating Its heart out!
There are many other extra-value
reasons why a GMC is your best buy
for the long haul. We'll be glad to
give you proof!

Form thin patties of Braunschweiger about two inches across.
Place a stuffed olive In the center and bring braunschweiger up
around olive to form a ball. Roll
in finely chopped parsley and serve on a pick.

Segal One-Piece Razor

Pewetated

Pipes
Cigarette Lighters
Cigarette Capes
Pocket Knives
Pocketbooks

FOR THE KIDDIES.
Electric Trains
Mechanical Trains
Daisy Air Rifles
Wagons
Scooters
Scout Knives
Wheelbarrows
Red Rocking Chairs
Tiny Living Room Suites
Odd Chairs

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE ON RECORDS 14 - HOUR SERVICE
HILBELLY:
POPULAR:
1. um
RADIO
I. Harbor Lights

2. All My Love
3. Nevertheless
4. Thinking of You

6. A Bushel and a Peck
7. Mona Lisa
S. An Orange Colored Sky

PHOSPHATE is

9. The Thing
10. La Vie En Rose

The reason is—every GMC is all
truck! Every GMC is designed by
truck engineers for truck service with
1006 truck-built parts. You get a real
truck engine with high horsepower and

Galalea/truck!
I AUSTIN & AUSTIN

war • MEDIUM • HEAVY

MODELS Mode in widest variety of engine-b
ody-L
.
6.mM
eiondkInotio. le Ft every trucking noel

SEED COMPAN1

BURKS PONTIAC COMPANY
4th and Depot Sts.

Flashlights

5. Good Night Irene

FOUR LEAF

Fulton, Ky.

1111111111111.111Mi Yea do hotter on a used fru:A with your GMC dealer

1111111111111111111111111111

Cayce, Ky.

Phone 17

THOMSON PHOSA HAM COMPANY
407 Sou,,,, 044,ho,,, 5,. Ch,rogo 5 I"

one-

Travel Comb and Brush Sets

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

TRUCKERS SAYIT

Food

Dinnerware Sets

LIQUERS

handaome
d finish to
All Lan.'
moth pron Guaran-aoct

Sunbeam

Silver ware Sets

WINES

RUM

Kitchen,

Small Radios for the Kitchen
or Bedroom.

88 --4c Phone

ICED

for

Moyne On (Hank
Snow)
2, Love Bug Itch (Eddie
Arnold)
3, Remember Me (Stuart
4. If you've got the money, I've got the -time. (L.
Frizzell)
5. Moaning the Blue (H.
Williams)
6. I'll never be free (Fitzgerald-Jordan)
7. I'll sail my ship alone
(Moon Mullican)
Our Lady of Fatima
(Red Foley)
I love you a thousand
%4.1ys (L. Frizzell)
In Cincinnati Dancing Pig
(Red Foley)

REPAIR
In today - -.
out tomorrow!
Complete line of
TUBES.
PARTS.
etc.
All work guaranteed

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street I

BUY—SELL—LIRE--RENT.
'
with an economical classified
ad ins this column, read each
week throughout the-Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c 'per word
(minimum, 50c)
1
2c
Each Succeeding Insertion 1/
per word.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.

FOR SALE: 'Registered Duro.
gilts and Spars. C. P. Freeman
..—
FOR SALE: Full blooded Coa
Spaniel pups. Will hold unt.'
Christmas. Call 4683, Clinton,
Ky.
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING
The annual meeting of stockholders of the Fulton
Building
and Loan
Association has been
announced for December 5th, at
the association offices at 4:00 p.
m.
5
.4

Rudolph Bros. started as share- 1 115 acres, they
produced 6,000
In 1947, the brothers sowed 100 , the same time
increasing beef
croppers in 1946 on a 570-acre bushels of corn, selling
4,500 acres of soybeans on the wheat- cattle numbers. Last winter the
I farm with only $300 cash and on I
producing 800
bushels had 125 registered Hereford cows
: bushels for $6,000 and keeping , land,.
credit. They bought the farm, its 1,500
the
.
bushels for feed They then 1 which sold for $1,581. Eighty and calves. They followed
,
equipment and livestock at mid
5,000
bush- plan of buying about 30 steers
-acres
of
yielded
corn
for .
the sowed that land to wheat
summer for $18,500, with
to
cattle
and each fall, sowing cultivated land
winter pasture. They also produc- I els which they fed
How 'Rudolph Bros. of Critten. to small grain and pasture mixden county, Ky., paid off a farm agreement that they make a pay- . ed 1,050 bushels of soybeans on hogs.
ent
of
$1,500
from
the
crops
at
,
rented land, selling the crop at
debt of $18,500 in 19 months, and
Hog sales for that year were tures. This past summer they had .
he end of the year. They bought $2.25 a bushel, or a total
of 1 $7,000 and cattle, $6,200. The only 36 acres of corn, which they
converted the 570-acre farm from lI tm
corn to grass-livestock farming , also a one-third interest in 40 g,2,3p9 cn,
ttarm debt -was- paidofft__the_ sowed to halhorye and _grass
FarmIsteers
.
which
they
Pastured
and
mixtures. Now all their farm is
in i
In the late fall of that year, 1 end 'of 19 months,
'
told b
in pasture and woodland.
Agent Oakley M. Shelby. Attend- fed out that winter.
they bought 35 steers to winter : Since.1948, these farmers have
ing veterans' school, they lived
Records show that they made a and to turn on grass the
follow- reduced their corn acreage and
on the pay received from it.
profit of $700 on the steers. On ing summer.
raised, at
: the number of hogs
Phone 470 for Job Printing

GRASS-LIVESTOCK
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• For Sale

A

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $124.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
Fulton, Ky.
FOR SALE: Golden delicious
apples. $2.00 per bushel. 1-4
mile south Mt. Moriah Church.
Blue Wine Orchard. B. (1
Finch, proprietor.
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONORECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
playing. Sport Ceinter. 324 Walnut, Fulton, Ky.
BEST:BUYS
in new and used furniture
and appliances.
McDADE'S
USED FURNITURE STORE
Henry M. Bethel, Mgr.
Phone 908
216 Church St.
FOR SALE: Genuine pediiieed
Kuvasz dog. Exclusive breed.
Gentle, good-mannered, wonderful as a pet and companion.
Reasonable. Call 36.

a

FOR SALE: 1935 Oldsmobile
Coupe; used to run and might
yet. Has been sitting out in the
yard all summer -untouched.
All glass is in, has good battery,
lights, horn, upholstery okay,
good brakes; 3 tires up and one
flat that ought to hold air.
Somebody can rake the persimons off of it, give it a shrive
and get it home under its own
power for $30. cash. Call 470 or
1255.

Keep your eyes on
O. K.
Used Car Lot for
bargains.
CITY MOTOR. CO.
Fulton, Ky.
FRY'S JEWELRY
Fulton Theatre Building
Main St.
Phone 916
Prompt service
Watch and Clock repairing.
All Work Guaranteed
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We cordially invite you to visit us..
we have gathered a lovely array of
smart furniture and furnishings for'
gift-giving ....and we are ready now

a

I

The Finest Cleaning
at
0. K. LAUNDRY &
Sanitone Cleaners
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We also hare a wonderful
A
array of....
it

TABLES

I
a
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TABLE LAMPS

Smart, mahogany - finish
cocktail, end and lamp tables.
Always useful, always welcome.

BOUDOIR lamps in assorted
china and milk-glass; pastel
shades... from $1.95 pair
I
TABLE lamps with handpainted china bases ... from
$1.95

'4.95 up

0

2-Piece Living Room Suite
I
I GIVE A CEDAR CHEST
ti Nationally advertised ROOS

Lovely Frieze in the smart- colors both front
and back. Three-c4hio—nt, 'sofa; double coil
spring construction walnut trim
(Others, in a wide variety of covers, up

to

I

$240.00)
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$169.95
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Platform Rocker
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• Smart plastic covers.

I MIRRORS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME

• Durable tapestry covers.

/ Plate glass mirrors add a distinctive decorating touch 0
any home. Plain, beveled edge
styles, $9.95 to $19.50.
Frame mirrors, all sizes, up
/ from $15.95.

• "Loaf-A-While" rockers, with

We hare plenty of

• Soft velour covers.

91

PICTURES

ottoman: plastic cover.

Florals and scenes in mahogany, blond or gilt frames,
from 98c.
Ovals in Jenny Lind, Southern Belle, Major Biddle .
$1.25 acid $7.85.
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FAMOUS "NORGE" APPLIANCES
V ,e

• Refrigerators

• Ranges

• Hot Water Heaters

• Washers
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• Frozen Food Lockers

all

—Wonderful Christmas Giftsl—
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Good selection of closeout
WALLPAPER
1/
2 PRICE

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 Church St.-,

Phone 35

ram

SAMSON CARD TABLES
Known for strength and
beauty.

$5.95

McDADE
FURNITURE COMPANY
319-23 Walnut Street

212 Church Street

GIVE A KNEE HOLE DESK 1

0

A practical
,uand a handsome piece orfAniture. Seven full drawers; choice of
walnut or mahogany finishes.
$39.95 up to $59.50
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$34.95 up

CLOSEOUT!

price.
Some paper priced as low as 10c
roll.
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THE LOWEST PRICE
Phone 130

Saone bundle lots, less than half
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ATTENTION FARMERS: Keen
sharp disc harrows will make
sowing your
a seed bed for
wheat. I have the only modern
disc grinedr in this community,
and will grind your discs for
35c each, up to 18". (29", 50c).
Disc plow blades, $1.50 each
One-way plow blades, $1.55
Lairdeach. I am located
Gossum Welding shop on Lake
Street extended; phone 691,
day, or 678, night. Leonard Holland.

FOR RENT: Floor sander, edgei
and polishep Fulton Paint 8.
Glass Company, 210 Church
Street, Phone 909.

Gleaming enamel finish;
marbelized insert base nite
lite; all-rayon shades.
Others in antique bronze
finish, plastic or silk shades„„,to $21.50

ITII

(

sweetheart chests, inlad mahogany or walnut finishes,
REGULAR LODGE lidtrAING:
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure ix, w with or without ingidutray.
attend. Loyal Order of Moose, g A treasured Christmas fa212 Church Street, Fulton.
•
0 vorite.

WELLS DRILLED: Ptunps installed. Parks Milling Co. 304
Paschall Street. Martin High
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.

to help make this your merriest Christmas ever:Shop early this year: come
now!

FLOOR LAMPS
'9.95
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